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The Appalachia Educational LabOratOry ('AEL). s lbcated n Charleston,. West

Virginia. It's mission is to iMprclve education and educatjoW opportunity

for persons In Ine primarily norwurb areas of its member-stlte

Region. AEL accomplishes lts mission

4; documenting educational problems of the Regionand shin-
ing the information both with member states.- aid. other

R & b.. producers; r

identifying R,..& 0 products potentially useful for-solving
the documented problems and-sharing information about these

with member states;* . 4

-6 providing R & D technical assistance and training which may

.
include adapting existing R & (Pproducts; to lessen docu-
mented problems of the gi.giOn; and °- .

4

F continuing to produce R 04)ojectsof national signifi-

.
cUnce in the areas of Lifelong Learning, School/family.
Relations, Basic.SkiTil, and.others\that may be identifiedt,

Information about AEL projects, programs and services is available by°con-

tacting the' Distribution Center, Appalachia Educational Laboratory, P. U.

Box 1348, Charleston, West Virginia25325.,
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The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to the Regional

Services Contract (400-834001, P-6) from the National Institute) of Education,

U. S. Department of Education. However,.the opinions expressed nerein do not

necessarily.reflect the position or policy of the Appalachia Educational Labo-

#
ratory'or the National Institute of Educatiol, and no official endqrsement by

the Appalachia Educitt4onal Laboratory or the National Inititute of Education

should be inferreli,

The Appailachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.

.

is an Equal OpportunityAffinna-

tive Action Employe;4 .
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INTRODUCTION..*
4

,
.

ra

. . .
.

The AppalaChia Educational Laboratory (AEL).was established l
..

n.1966 as a ;v.

:non-profit corporatlowdedicated to improving education and educational%

opportunity in the AEL Region. :AEL can be viewed as a linking agency or..

as the juncture between-educitionarresoarchers and. educational. practi- ..

lioners. The linkage is two directional in'that practitiOners gain access .,!

to new knowledge, products, and programs of divelopers; and researchers:.

learn about the R & D:needs and Interests of practicing educatori. "
r

. .
.. .

, .

AEL has a contract with 'the National institute, of Education toroperite a

Regional Educational Laboratory REL). Each REL services a particular

regioh of the country.. AEL's.member states include Alabata, Kentucky,

.. Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and itestirginia. SoUr

additional states are served. by AEU's Regional Exchange,. the sponsor of

the-1984-WOrkihop;lhey are.Flortda, Georgia, North Carolina and South

. Carolina. ' ., . .

- .
. , - ,

. ..'
. .

. .

As a regional.laborato(e!,A4Gonducts tong-term edUcational.R & 0 in

several program areas.. Trie-ireaslof research are.fdentified by state.and

local educators through a regional needs assessment'processi Another .

function pf AEL carried out by the Educational Services OffiCe (ESO), is

to provide R'&.0-based services to educators throughout.the Region.' One

such service is the 1984 regional workshop Weld. in Nashville, Tegnessee,

April 15-16; another is this report .of the proceedings. -Tne workshop,

cosponsored by the Tennessee.Department of Education, brought together

educational researchers and practitioners to'learn from one another by

sharing their- innovationsysuccesses, concerns and progress in utilizing

R 81.0 to promote exceflenceinthelr state and local educational agehcies.
r, ...a....,

. 1
The workshop topic wasnitially identified by ESO Advisory Committee

.

memberso The t We of the workshop,. "Effects Schools Are America's

:11Best Bet," come rom a program'of that name sponso)'ed by the National

10 Asociation of St to Boards ofiducation, the American Association of .

School Administrators, the National Education Assoctation, and the

Council for Educational Development and Research (CEDaR).. As a part

of the "Best Bet" program, free clinics will be offered at state and

.national meetings to present research findings and to suggest methods

. of implementing R & 0-based school improvement proglams.

7.
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SCHUOL I(PROVEVENT: WHAT THE RESEARCA . SAYS

David P. Crandill.

' 1

David Crandall is the Thunder- and executive director of 'The. NETWORK, Inc.,

Andover,. Massachusettsu floOkjn Its 15th year, of. operation, Tne- NETWORK i s .

dedicated to bringing together: school people and 'helping
them use it 61 0.

knowledge ,and.knoviledge(!bas0 innomatIons tq improve their schools. -In

.1' lementation, -or ',study of:virtually every national dissemination effort
th past 15. years, Crandall and nis staff have been involved in.*the'design,

focused on the improvement. of classroom -practice.. .

1

In 1978, The NETWORK. was chosen by the U. 'S.; Department of Education `as

the contractor .for a major multi-year study of school improvement intended

to wand the learnings of the earlfer "Rand Change Agent Study." Tnis

large-scale nationwide study, whicn Crandall headed as principal invest)ga-%

tor, mobilized teams ofleh4nge researchers to study the doMinant strategies

sponsored by the Federal Governmiht to foster school-based effortt to .

enhance instructional effectiveness. The results, reported in a 1-voiume

serio titled, Peo te Policies and Practices: xaminin the Chaih of

School Improvemen onrn the as s ra a presen at on..

. :

The stiMulus, for AEL 's conference on *kffective Scnools." is tn out-

iyuring of reports And studies that .have brdugnt education, educati

excellence, and improvement to tne front ipageand to the front burner df

our thinking.. It seems appropriate to me to move beyond the rnetorii: to
I t:.

consider some of the ireil ities. My perspective is that 'of someone qho

believes we need to concentrate on
implementation issues, the "now to do

it," If we are going to make any serious progress. If 1983 was the year

of atmospherics, then perhaps, 1984 can be the year for serious action.

If not, I thing that we and our publics will find ourselves echoing tne

words of our latest folk hero,

belief is that we are, at great

Clara Petler, "Where's the beef?" My
1,

risk *of building and baking big, fluffy

buns and not providing the. profession or the publiC wittne.beef tnat we

are asking them to pay fo;:tith their -efforts and their dollars. In my

*. 10.
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. A
. remarks today, hOPe to supply you with, if not tne' beef itself ,' at least

some tips to iise.as you formulate your own recipesjor making.chan0s4h

your schools.

My remarki.are primarily directed to school people, and'to.people Who

work with school people.. The body of my talk is ten mytns about school.'

,
Improvement alld the realities as we. discovered them,in,our.reiearcn. I.

will close with six messages for school leaders committed to doing some-.

thing back home..The "Study of DiSsemination Efforts Supporting Scnool

improyement".was amassive,,nitionwide effor thatnas.occ4ied-thelst-
.

five years, the first three of which were funded by the Deplr&ent of

Educatiotre We visited 150 schools_acro the country.;, and-interViewed
. .

several. hundirectteachers,,admiaistrat rs,*.central.officepeople, And:.
t

.
. ,

consultants. More than 4,000 local. educetors responded to our question-

i

,

rnaireS.' The hoots were a mix of elementary, $unior hign, and senior

high schools in ten states representative of the continental United

States. They were imOementing one of 61 different innovations.

Before I begin talking about.myths, I want to share'five.assumptions.

that unctergird my remarks and my, perspective on school imOrovement.

1. Schools, are the onlY.socia l institutions with the formal

responsibility to provide learning opportunities for
children and with tne resources, in tne form of dollars,

buildings, and personnel, to do it. For the foreseeable

future, the schools have the Jot.

2. The teachers.that we have today are the teachers that we
will 'have tomorrow; that is, if we can .keep the good ones

: from bailing out or burning out. Tne recent fear of micro-,

computers.displacing teachers has subside g. We Khow now
that teachers are not likely to be pushedlout.by computers;
if anything, we may be facing a snortage of closet space in

many schools.

3. The improvement strategies for e past 15 to 20 years,

even if they haven't reformed tte enterprise, nave he

9
1
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prevent decay. That is a nontrivial acCompltshment. And

tfiese Wategies must be, capitalized upon if we are to hold
Our own., They must not be orphaned amidst tne rage of .

reform that Acts as if the problems thajt have been identi-

fied
j n our recent reports are new discoveries. 4

4. The schbol building is. the most appropriate focus. and

fulcrum. for school improvement efforts.'

Strategies that focus on what Ted.Sizer calls the
student-teacher-subject mittertriangle should oe our.

primary 'concern.

The`Wowing are10 beliefs that many people accept astrUtns.

Based on our researcn and on that of others, I have comet() believe tney

Change.can be produced ky wavfni a magfC wand or hoping

for ins uddin . takes the form.of a.bellef that clarifying or'

articul ting your goals or detignating soMeonelfas sponsiole foe\change

d I will briefly describe my reasons for each. ,1

will le :d to imprOlment.*. Ws just not thatway. isten to a letter

from an, appointee in a district that operates according to'these.beliefs
.

to one of his colleagues in a neighboring district

Dear Sir:

My Superintendent has just appointed me to the same position

'that you hold in your district. He has given me full autnority

to proceed and wisties me tocarry on my new job without bother'

ing him. What ought I to do? HOw do I go about my :;ob?

. ,

(

Making someone' responsible for i)provement or simply setting up pOlicies
. t

supporting it
0
does not equal success.. Waving a magic wand will not do

.

the trick. ,

4

Contrast tnis hapless correspondent with the following, whicn,is a.

memorandum from an assistant superintendent to a superintendent in tne

10
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midst of

attack.

procesi of surveying the needs in

0

ools and'planelihg tne

We have received the surveys fi.um all buildings and. are analyz:-.

ing.them. As we.disCussed,the first step is to define prop-
lems and. to set-priorities. :My initial findings are outlined,
.below. .1 see threelrootson which we could move. Tne nature
of the' beast iCsuch that.we can effectively advance-on oily
one major front at a time. Whicn shall it be:' (1) our core
Curriculum, (2) subject matter. dealing with-the needs of our
non-college crowd.and. directed-at lowering our dropout rate, or
(3) improving our computer situation?* HoW involved'in.computer
education should we, be; in. what forM; how soon; at wnatlevels?

-I'm ready to join.in the process of deciding. where to start,
but before. we present our recommendations to the.school board,
let's be sure that, we agree on the essentials that' we
present them in such a way that:it is 'clear that they are
interrelated; that to .unbundle them would be to neutralize the

ffectiven4is. of the entire plan.. 4 think each optiph should

i lude:
1

1. A recoMmendationirr a program or programs to' do the
JO that was tried and true: For our, present needs,
'these exist'and.pr vide the surest and most cost-
effective solution

2. Budget projectionsilinto at least the second fiscal year
showing as much fu

1

ding to sustain:changes as to initi-

\ . I

ate them.
.

.

4 A time table which! allows adequate time to complete tne
\ change process before being pistracted by other demands.

\ We don't want to orphan a. new effort too early in tne
\game. .

.

,

4. A proposal to hir external consultants.. There are now
a fair number of roues involved in school improvement,
so we have some choices.

5. Designation of a key person here in tne' district
(someone from the central office would oe tne logical
cho ce) to tend to all tne details once the external
cons'ltant has left. This person would have ropy
func ions, from ensuring that supplies are adequate, to
help no teachers on an ongoing basis. In general to
be sure that the 'program is being well supported and
used as At was intended. r

4

4.
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.

Please let me Knowif you have any changes to this essential

Nan.,
.

. .

-

k

Change isillai'riaFt4. It does not come easity; it does net come,

I

quitkly. Every recommendation of the vWous-reports and,Commissionse

will 'require changes to be made-sometimes ip,mafeiriAl'or-curricula,

sometimes in strategies and behaviors, sometimes in organizatioel

arrangem ts and stucturest.irid other times in policies and reoula4Ins

Regardless of he type of change to .be made; 'the people and orgaiiizationt

making.them will ergo .a change process. In tie *St, particularty in
. \ . ..;

large-scale reform moteMents, Out also'in periods

\
.

tion, such changes hyr been approached as eventi. Announcement of new °

mandates, delivery of new skis of materials, And '41.0s iohs to implement -1
. ,

: .. -4-, .
... $

. ,,

the new program,,' vere ()hen seen as the change. .And just as often tney .,

- .

f

.

failed to make any difference in schools.
.

I

t
As a result of these early failures, researchers and r.ractitioners

alike Know that change is a process rather than'an event. It takes -time

to change behaviors, procedures, 'attitudes; to reorganize roles and
t

sMaller::scale innova-

responsibi l ities; and to create 'the materials',
.
approaches, and 'resources.

'Furtner,, it requires a.comple* array of activities. It is
/
more* than

putting a new name on\an old bot le. Tne change processlias several

......-
phases. Some of these get Ignored in tne fervor of reform. Although

i

. .

..._

/....:.d

every Change researcher and theorist has nis or her own nomenclaturfori
.

. *
4

. .

these phases, a basic set would tie initiation, implementation, and jristir

tutionatization. That's wnat it is called in the research literature.

You might call it 4gettin. it up4" "gettin' it going," and "gettin: 4t

stuck."
11

12
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In -earl ier.research on change and innovation, and in early efforts

to reform education, a great deal of emphasis was ;placed -od the initia-

tion or' adoption Getting the right people involved, hmiini

appropriate planning and problem- solving sessions, and selecting the ..
. ,

- . correct solutions were the _activities most relied on during this phase.
, q

'Activities generally stopped wnen the decision was made to adopt a given

prOgram or.solution. When theRand Corporation's federal change agent
4

studies reported. that certain federally-supported demonstration programs

were failing to. result in long7lasttng changes in schools, one major
0

. :.A

-4

failing phey.pointed out was the lick of attention and emphasis given to

the implementation 09, of the changetsprocess. Along with other

researchers , they pai nted. scenari ci:after scenario . of innovative .ideas

/ being' developed and never eing implemented; or being implemented in such

a superficial way that no Teal change occurred. Practitioners began to

. focus4their.research and exp7riments on implementation, and they.devel7

oped support systems to prepare participants. and then nurture the use of

new, programs. ,It takes work; 'you can't wave a. magic wand; and tnat kind

of pudding--if it's instantwon't be very much worth keeping.

'Myth #2: It takes a lot of dollars to get improved instruction.

Many of the statements we hear deal with the' imperative of massive new

dollars if we are to accomplish anything. In our study, in school after

scho01,we found teachers and administrators working together witn what

can onLit,e called modest resources. Improvement efforts were sparked by

the injectio of only a few hundred dollars--not hundreds of thousands.

They took advantage the talents of teachers and the willingness of

prinCipals and administratonS-to_lnrst their time. The average cost of

13



.
\a meaningfurimprovement effort that begins in the classroom is wider.

$5,000. That money is available. It does not need,to tome from outside
. .

--of the aystm -There are prove44-lowarcost-alterna-aves--044-444.4ePee-Ags_________L__

well while we pursue greater resources for even bigger changes.
.

.

Myth, #3:, We don't know how to mount and maintain change efforts.

The findings of our study converge w40 thoie.of other recipnt studies of

. ,

ange, and they tend to Converge with what practitioners tell us is
. . .

their reality. We are in the middle of a curious phenoMenon--at least

' it's curious to most researchers- -where practice is informing theory as.

opposed to theory informing practice. From my vantage point, what we're

.seeing is an emerging soft technology of improvement; what I call "human-

eering" in contrast to "engineering:" We now know how to do many of the

things.that we simply did'not know how-to do 10 years ago. Tne too are

at hand, the talent is available, and the help can be arrayed..
. .

M th #4; Extended artici ator tannin i the surest atn to

school improvement. Another way this myth sometimes gets stated is tnat

mandates are counterproducttye. We saw increasingly that people who spend

much time in protracted planning sessions have no energy left to do any-

ak
thing. is analogous to

,

may committee meetings where minutes are kept

and hours are lost. The surest path to success? based on our studies,

were the scenarios that we labelled "forceful leadership." Because this

finding maybe controversial or misunderstood,. let me take, a little time

to elaborate on what we mean:

The key Ingredients for successful adoption and implementation are

ogenerally believed to include the following:

Access to alternative projects to adopt or develop;

I 14 .



Face-to-face contact. in adopting disseminated projects;

Validated practicest.when they'reilvailable, and carefully

destgned.ones when they're not; and

Adequate mateOils and procedural guidelines, coupled with

responsive in-person assistance during later implementation.

. There are many ways of combining these ingredients into a school improve-'.

mentostrategy, and these combinations are df ten more dictated than cnosen'

by local cultures, constraints, and working ar;angeMents. Still, there

4

are things .over which local, staff across different settings have some
-

consistent control. Inititutioaalizing a significOnt change Of practice A

means making good on the ingredients listed above:

Developingor.finding the project;

Getting it adopted;

Getting some external resources for it if they can be had, or.
free;ng up in-kind local resources if they can't; .

Getting authorization to take some administrative liberties,

implied in the very fact that the practice means changing ocal

arrangements;

Keeping the gradient or. incline of desired practice change high

in the face of the inevitable stresses and strains;!

Providing ongoing assistance; and . °

Vb.

Building the new practice into routine opepations, procedures,

and regulations.

Unless the project is a collective crusade--a rare but existent

species in our sample--making all these things happen involves adminis-
.

trative authority and access to external and internal resources: In our

sample of sites, and more sharply in the 12 sites that we studied indeptn

over the course of a school year, the ingredients were provided most

often and most fully when a central office administrator was involved

closely with tge project--from its developinent, if it was ; local.one,'

A

. 5
4

1.
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or identification, if it was an external one, hthrouas its implementa
\ ,

and. into its institutionalization. When that i=nvolvement was enlfghtenedli_

---------,--forcefuli Tesour_r..eful._._andicingdasting*A1Ply_significant _Practice j
. .

!

changes were Carriequt and institutionalized.
.

*
.1,

Enlightened admiritstrators were knoWledgeable about the new practice.

.

They also had substantive (i.e., curriculum coordination or instructional.

supervision) responsibilities rather tnan Purel line -ads einistrative joto:

EnlightenId and forceful administrators pushed thrqugh ambitious changes .

and/held tight to the initial magnitude of practice change that strained

users and,corpentional. working arrangements. This was a stressful situp -.

tion because people.had to undergo such a radical change in theig ins.cruc-

tional repertoire. This involved preserving largity faithful rendttiols

of the original model, yet acceding to sensible demands for modification
',

that were based on the shortcomings of the model; that-is, there was °.--

. adaptation allowed. It also involved. Some policing of the building, level

administration - -heavily at the outset and selectively later on. Princi-.

pals thea monitored users--the teachers.

Adding resourcefulness to the equationimeant just tnat: these .

people came -up with external funding, freed up such local resources is

I

release time and materials, and authorized some bending of local requla-
.

tions to make tne project work better. ;these are, of cuurie, 4114ings '

,

I

that central office staff .have discretionary power to.do, at least in

most places. Most important, they putlitogetheran infrastructure Iv

i
.

ongoing assistance: This infrastructure often combined local experieise,

external consultants, and debugging ifechanisms like hotlines, shOt

I

16
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006

training cytles, regular meetings, etc."IPressure, knowledgeability,

0
assistance, and exhortations plamla senior administrator resulted in,

- ,
Successful practice mastery and observable impacts that ,those users and

4 . , .

building administrators who felt initially.put.upon,.accePtqd at firtt
.

gkaddIngly; then with .satisfaction.. Others,' we spould note, welcomed
.

--- this kind of prescriptivenesi. Finally, tnose advocates wno stayed wtth

,. the project, rather than turning atiay or turning it' overto users,

4
furnished more of these resoUrces-longer and attended to the critical

task_of locking the projeCt into yearly rouiines;.budgets, and regula-
,

.tions. The weakest projects were tnose that were progresSivety.

orphaned - -first by .their developers and trainers,-then. by the central

office staff, then-by the building administrators, then finally by

users - -such that nothing oesubstance remained.

.

,

It is important to stress in this that we are not advocaViniknee-

jerk authoritarianism. There are other honorable ways. to reach the goal

of school tmpro'vement. W..% are suggesting that a central office adminis-.

trator:ligo'becodies an enlightened advocate of a new practice and

actively assists building-level personnel.to master it, has a better

chance'.of actually delivering significant practice changes leading to
-

school improvement than:.would be the case in most other scenarios. 'By

delivering, we mean controlling what happensi reducing unnecessary

detours,.getting to the desired outcomes withput blunting ttie original
.

intent, extending the practice throughout the district, and making it a

durable part ofthe local landscape. Other strategies are more demo-
,

cratic, but they are also.more adventurous and,, thereby, less. certain to \\\

get these results. Also; such adventures are.usual4y more expensive

0.1
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and seem.morp feasible in time of financial plenty. than in 'these times Of

-scarc ity. 0
.. ....: .

.

.

.

111-- .1--- °forceful -liadfrthtp-, :therefore-,
,

. $

more certain way. Thorn i t a plac

-not =the-only -way -6.444 4t s- '=

th kinds of strategies--aulnori...

jari an and the more: participatory strategies. We were urpr ind.

e this emergihi4 as: strongly and, pdwerf ri< it did .1 n th picture, of the

most successful efforts.' These were sittations that were .characterized

by' rather rapid involvement and implementation versus planning. Tnere

were great numbers of teadhlri involved 'in these efforts and when we
. ..

plyed.them at to their satitfa;tion and participation, ,85 percent of the
4 . .

.

teachers in our 4 sample reported satisfaction witk.the prOcess and furtneri-

more recorded.that they had partidipated in the decision to adopt and to.

implement. So, they were not unhappy by* this:sitiution eOn tnough there

was a lot of pressure being applied. The payoffs came and °than made the

process okay with the teacheis..

Myth ft Principals are the key to school improvement. Tne typicil

situation .is that most efforts happen with the. passive acquiescence of

yr, 4

principals rather than their active assistance. Tne dominaht posture of

principals seems to be, "Don't bother 'me, I have better things to do."

In one of our schools, the most important Uork and the most important

contributiqi that the Oincipal made to the improvement effort was insur-

i

ing that there were the right number of glazed doughnuts for the workShop.

The typical scenario in our studies sees the central administrator spend-

ing his or her time scanning the environment for alternatives, bringing

them to the attention of the, appropriate people at the building-level

(teachers, designees of the principal), And mobilizing energies in

18
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activities that are pursued with the acknowledgement of the ,principal and

with the active engagement of theteaci4rs.10;Thatcentral office person,

turnedAito*6eiiiiiPaWforthemdst important and successful of the,

'efforts. They were the people who 'started them, Sustained them, and

kovided the wherewithal for them. to stick eventually.
,

. ; Principals, like teachers, Can be central4,but they need *more skills
ti 0

* and more training if they are to make the contribution that is possible.

In the meantime, efforts.can be mounted that are not dependent on

\
pals.

. Myth , #6: Teachers will reject innovatio that they have not devel-.
:awl. Again, not from what we' saw. From a teaiher's point of dew,

everything is an externally developetinnovation. It doesn't matter...

.whether it was created at the district level by a team of teachers (that

didn't include them), at the state agency level, In another school

district', or.whether it came across state boundaries as a result of a

regional aboratory effort or some other national effort.- These are all

outside of the reality of the individual teacher. Does that mean that.

teachers wart to slieno their time:in invention? No. They want to spend

their time in improvement, and they're willing to recognize and incorporii.

ate practices that are preiented to them by credible, collegial people

who can speak to t it realitiel'and help theth to see how to do what

others have done successfully.

Myth #7: Small changes are safer and surer.. They certainly are.

And you'll get just'what you invest: very little. In our analysis, the

only way that we could find anything that made a difference from an

.explanatoty point of view was when we separated out tne sites that nad

1 9
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attempted. rather majorsChanges fromhthose who had tried.. minor chtpges.
.0

15..

. .

The message is, the harder you try, bigger the mountain you try to

climb, the. higher you'll get. The big efforts'are the ones tnat are

Worth it.- While the Aittle,effOrts may buff things'up around the edges,

they're notlikely°t6 produce any serious improvement. .

.Myth #8: ..Materials, research fin4ings, or new ideas by tnemselves

will leadlto.change.. 'Well, materials have nny way of -acting like-
.

hat they are: inanimate entities. No mat r what size, shape, or

pretty color the. box is, by themselves they're very unlikelyto produce .

much .change. .So it is with research findings. They typically don'come

packaged as prettilyt they don't come with quite .as much se appeal as

Curriculum materials, and they don't(thave as mush effect as materials...

Ideas about some emerging notion are even more abstract,. What's needed

for typical teachers in conventional schools (which is what most of tne

schools in the country are) is the trannnation of materials into prac-
.

,tices thathelp teachers .see how somethiog is to be kionP, Oat provide.

,
them with f' new expanded repertoire of skills bacftet; by materials and

knowledge, and t4t will produce something different in the instruction

that they offer their students in their classrooms. Practices are

'central; products are secondary; people are critical. For any other

meaningful change efforts, the. presence of substantial interpersonal

assistance made thePdifierence between success and failure. It's.been

confirmed in research study after research study. It's not that you

don't need the new ideas, it's th4it by themselves they're necessary but

not sufficient, 1

O
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Myth #9: Put our em hasis on ettin hi h ualit 1,i-service at

the start of an effort. Disseminators pay 4.1ot of attention to getting
1 .

their initial sessions in place. *Much time.is spentnegotiefig release

time tor teachers. ttwo-slaY:workshops are very Carefully orchestrated.
e*

That's fine. But if a major effort is being mounted, if there is a

substantial difference. between the current practice in the building and

in.the new practice, then that frOnt:pend training will do nothing more

for post people than .get. them moving in the right direction. .Only after

some weeks :or months have passed and their experience has expanded to the;

pbint.where.they nbwhknow whit their q uestions and problems are, can they 2.

-a a

really take advantage of assistance; The.message.here ts to real locate.

some of the timehfor the back end. It doesn't necessarily mean'addim

.

time. If you can do that, that's great. But. if you have three days at

.the, ront., take one and move-it back four to six months. duild in

consultant time oran extra opportunity for teachers to get together
0

later. .That's where it's most important. qll too often teaChers Lind

themselves adrift
,

just when they're beginning to have questions form-
. ,f

.lated in their minds.

Myth #10: If new programs are successful, that is, if they meet

their goalsit. the test scores go up, if.the kids come to school, if the

parents stop complaining- -then the innovation wilLstick automatically.
\

Not true. If you do not attend very carefully and programmatically to

what. researchers call "institutionalization," the whole enterprise is

likely to blow away. A little turbulence in the outside system that you

can't predict--some kind of a hassle over the tax levy, a teacher strike,

an editorial in the newspaper- -can displace the intention and tne energy

#
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that was previously focused on the innovation.. We saw prograp that had

demonstrated dramatic achievement, gains go down the dumper. we saw

at least one that was .never actually implemented 4the.class4ns become.

11

permanent district policy. *ClaSSroomteachers didn't know wh t was

happenim. You must plan for institutionalizationv-work to allocate

budget item* to new programs, alter -curriculum guidelines, and plan for
.9 I. I

continued training of new teachdrs. Success in this arena is not simply 4

a natter of magic;it happens as a result ordedicated educators gettin9,

helplo do what they want to.do if they're givIn a chance...,

I. would like to.clo.se with six. additional messagesfo school

i I f
leaders.

school.improvement, the teachers are.%he e it's at." Tne

action between the students and.the teachers and the*co tent of instruc-

.
1,1

tion must be center stage. .

Second, I urge.youlo take the risk of teing respknsible and Account-
,

able, with teachers. If you area leader, tel teach s that they:will De .

held harmless during 'the first year of their efforts/to do something

different, ad that they won't get hammered if ther's a downward drop on

the.test scores. They shouldn't be distracterfrcli the major work of try-

ing to learn anew instructional repertoire, especially if it involves a

./

substantial change In Regarding piinc/ipals, the job of school

leaders is to develo0 a fird but friendly poll? (and procedures to *back

it up) for the successful development or replacement of principals. I.

think that principals are in tremendous need Of sustained assistance so,

they can realize the potential of their jobs. Just as teachers are

22



Willing to change, principals are willing to. lead. But many of 7them

Simply don t have the necessary repertoire of skills. They need to get

'them. If you're a petncpal,-take responsibility for getting them. If .

you're .a central office pehon,. see that your principals have the oppor-

tunity. If they can't get their act together, hopefully. there are other

positions forlhem fnathedittrict. If not,,yOur responsibility is to

move them out. Unfortunately, principals are in the middle Of a pincer

'movement:. Budget cuts will continue to come down from. the top, energy.

'and demands wi 11.'cont flue to come Lip- from the bottom, and they are . right
.

..

in the middle? They've always been there, but it seems .to me it's.going

.
I

to get a tittle dicier .in the next several years.
40

.

. i .
0

. I

Third, as a school leader, articulate and demonstrate a commitment.

to competence. That means, among other things,. nurture yolir Central.

office sniffers, scanners, mappers, and.matchers. They are your eyes and

ears to the outside, if they're doing their jobs right. They're sniffing

out what new things exist that have proven successful in other settings.

:Those folks are your bridge to the outside. They -are the movers and

shakers foe.act6ities an the .inside. Take care of.them; pay attention

to- them; give them money. 'We found that these were the people leading

the improvement efforts, and working witn the school faculties to produce

change and improvement in Classrooms.

,Fourth, create the conditions conducive to cnange by clearly stating

. your image of an improved future, designating responSible leaders, setting

realistic timelines, finding the energy, supplying the necessary assist-

!

ance and resources, and building buffers around.tne people who 'are trying

to do something different.

23
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Fifth, presume professional sm on the pat ottyour staff. Activatle

and reward it. Teachers are prepared to,be/professionals. Acton that

k
presumptioh and you'll be money ahead.

4Sixth, Coach--don't criticize. It'spotsible to celebrate the

Changes that you've accomplished with the people in your district who are

willing. Schools are improving at-4 rather reasonable rate. Perhaps not

is dramatically as they have in past decadest but .it's hardly the bleak

picture that we have hid painted by many. We cannot forego and forget

the, accomplishments of the .past 10 yearsin hOlding off Some very serious

potentials for collapse. We cannot throw out the baby with ,the bath 0-

water.

Thank you for your attention.. If you woold lice more .information,

there are a variety of booklets available.' The stud/has been published

. .

in 10.volumes. (See Appendix A for adescrjption of written materials.)

Particilunt:

Crandall:

Participant:

//

drandl:

0

0

What was your.most surprising finding?

I'd say the most surprising finding was the importance of

the central office. person. We had gone into tne study

advised to pay attention to-building principals, external

agents, and teacners. We.were quite surprised to discover

hat the key role was really being played by this district-

evel person..

34it to clarify, are you saying that the central office
impitus has drought about the greatest amount of change

and that this. is where it should be in the first place and

not witn the principal ?..

At bottom, what I would advocate is attention
4
to the

functions that need to be in place--not what 'roles they.

are attached to: The function 'that- the central office

person plays typidally, in a successful effort, is this

scanning and monitoring on the outside and then bringing

a small number. of possibilities to the attention of a

building staff. Mdst often that person is positioned

at the central office. I wouldn't want to make a "should"

statement that would focus on role. I'd rather say at tne

24
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district level; attend to having' somebody do that. In .

smallec districts it may turn out to 'be a principal or even
a teacher that'sbeen around 'for along time and has gotten
into the position of being the one wno knows what's going
oh out tnere--kind of a defacto pekon responsible for

ltatements about not sayi.

curriculum development or for language arts. I'm' not

making "should"
to eliminate the job of principal. .

Principals could and should be. making a major difference.
They should be instructional leaders. In districts where ..

Ok central 4rfic staff gets .pared downe.that function usually'
drops -down. to 1 building principal who has been.aroundoatuL

!
is knoWledgeable. :,'

.. .

, .

Participant: II have read some re earth that. claims thesindividuat
: . cipal does not have high degree of individual diIcretion,

that there are so man job Bemands'placed on them that it's
difficult to be initiat ng.

Crandall: I agree. ,Thatti a reason blesexplanation. The reason it's
going to get worse is that the pressure in the progressive
states is toward more school-based Management. Tnat's an
emerging Movement. It is the norm it these things that
peopll,at the higher level think: hey've solved the problem
once they've formulated the policy. .That!s'one more. thing
that's going to laqd on principals, and_tney're going to
just start sinking into the earth. That'sxwhyym advocat-,
ing attention ti their skill development needs, to the
support they need, and at the same time, Ptp\acknowledging
that some of them just tren'tgoing to be able td-cut the
mustard in this. new environmentesolet's figure out humatie
but hard -nosed ways:to deal with that Situation too or else
me're going to get hammered by the public.

o
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wpm IMPROVEMENT: ISSUES AND-ANSWERS

Harriet Doss Willis t

Harriet Doss Wi 11 i the Assistant Commissioner of the Di vi siOn? of ti

General Adademic Education in the New Jersey Department of Education..
She has worked with school districts and state education agencies as an
independent consultant. She served as Vice President for Pl*o§rams at
CEMREL, Inc., a regiongl adecationalplaboratory located in St: Louis.
Missouri, and also directed the Basic Skills National. Tekhnical Assist=

ance Cdnsortium. Her career exemplifies the bridge betwien, research and
practice, as she began Wer professional career in.education.as a class-
room teacher., She hit taught at grade levels ranging from kindergarten
to college, and believes .that this .may be onkvof.her.most notewortnY

IN accomplishments. :

I have been asked to address Sch 1 I rovement: Issues and An wars,

a pervasive and encompassing topic... The national visibility'Of, education

.a

issues has been dramatic'during the past year, with answers being.proposet>

by legislators, federig and state goverhments, scholars, and educators' at
4. I

thi local level. I am going to attempt to do three things in my remarks
,

this morning. First, I will present the shared assumptions.from the:4.

$

recent studies and reports ,on the quality of American schooling. Secl.

ondly, I. will .discuss the recommendations regarding school_improvement

that grow out.of:these statements or that are.commonly recommended by. .

researchers and/or practitioners. And finally, I- will raiseisomi

question that I hope will be part of your deliberations and thinking

over the course of this two-day workshop.
d

Since the United States Department of 'Education published.A Nation at

Risk in April of 1983, elementary and secondary education has become a

.antral. topic of discussion for families, political aspirants, and federal,

state, and local leaders. This attention is providing an opportunity for
4 I.
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the educational community to examine the

and delivery of instruction and learning

should view this attention as our chance

purposes, objectives, quality,

opportunities for students. We

to institute local and regional

campaigns to improve the quality of, and perceptions aoout, schooling in

the 1980s and beyond. The most central assumption is that the quality of

American schodling needs improving. With the exception of the lioyer and

Goodlad treatises, all of the blue ribbon panels begin with an overview

of the national or international economic situation and deduce recommen-

. dat ions from this perspective. The usual conclusion is that things, .

meaning our international competitive edge, would not be so frightful if

personallyschools were better. I personally take exception with this point of,

view. Schools and our educational system are products of and are depend-

ent upon our economic system, not the other way around. The accusatory

stance taken by these panels belies the obvious; that somewhere along the

way a number of erroneous business management decisions were made, involy-
,

ing retooling versus quick capital gains and, as a nation, we seriously

depleted the natural resources. These things and the fact that we are no

longer in an industrial age have set the stage for a loss of competitive

advant age.

A recent synthesis, by the Education Commission of the States; sum-

marizes 10 recent studies, and lists the following shared assumptions:

1. All agree that the quality of our current educational
system must be immediately improved.

2. All agree tha,,t,;uality and equity are inseparable issues.

3. All assume that education is inextricably linked with the
larger social issues (the economy, politics), and that
without education America's future is bleak.
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4. All agree that the state,. local, and federal government
have important roles to play. There is wide divergence,
however, in the extent of the roles and the responsibili-
ties for funding.

5. Most believe that the schools, the private sector, and
parents must work together to provide and. produce the most,
meaningful school experiences.

6. Most agree that the most efficient system is based 'on a
decentralized model. Control would be vested within
individual communities; priorities, wouldbe set by the
communities, using differing approaches to renewal. Of

those reports mentioning decentralized control, all feel
that this autonomy would guarantee creativtity, innovation,
and imaginative solutionsto problems.

The following recommendations are commonly suggested:

Curriculum

There should be a common core curriculum.

Extraneous, nonessential courses should be dropped.

. Facility with language is mentioned in most reports.

ComOters and technology should be stressed'.,

Students should have some sort of career guidance.

Teachers

The schools need better teachers.

Incentives must be created to entice better people into classrooms:

Once there, it is necessary for the systems to provide rewards to
people who remain in the c assroom and the field of teaching.

Teacher preser4ice training needs improving.

Standards for certification should be improved.

Management and Organization of the Schools

School level decisions should be jointly arrived at, made by
administraticn and classroom staff.

28
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Partnerships between the schools, the private sector, and parents
are essential and need strengthening.

Guidance services need expansion.

More homework needs to be assigned and graded.

Fair codes of conduct and discipline need to be developed by .all
Schodls. -K-12.

Sdcial promotions should be eliminated.

The.school day and/or year might heed to be extended..

The primiciof the .principal in schools. needs to be insu
. -

The time deVoted to the acquisition of baiic.skills. eeds to be
increased.

Before discussing some of the. research findings of the "effective

schoois".researchers, I would. like to share some of m thoughts on the

positive influences schooling has. had since 1950 -- pluses which all of the

'reports have glossed over. .

In 1970, only 58,000 students took advanced placement tests;
in 1981, 134,000 high school students took these tests. They
measure knowledge, not aptitude..

The first year the headstart youngsters were in high school
.was 1983. Only 19 percent were in slow learner classes,
compared .to 39 percent Of control group children.

In 1955, approximately 55 percent of white students and 30
percent of black students graduated from high school. In

1982, 85 percent of white and 75 percent of black.studints
graduated.

In 1947, only 28 percent of fifth graders went on to finish
high school. By 1980, this number had increased-to almost
85 percent.

About 85 percent of U. S. youth, aged 15-194 are full-time
students. -,This compares to 51 percent in France and GermapYf
44 gercent in Great Britian, and 40 percent in Italy.

I

The educaponal attainment of the age cohort born 75 years
ago was 8.7 years of schooling. Thirty percent graduated
from high school; 13 percent completed one year of college.
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to
The cohort born in 1950, now 34 years of age, attained an
average. of 12.9 years of schooling.. ''Eighty -five perCent

graduated. from high school, 47 percent completed one:
orelearsAf-rallegent,26.4ercent-arecollege-graduates.....-

.e Dropout rates are 'declining nationally, according t a
recent. NCES report. In 1970, of persons aged 14-34 17'

*II . percent were reported as dropoUts; by 1980 this. pe ent age
had decreosed to 13,percent. .

e In a National Commission on Excellence commissione study,
69 percent of sampled districts stated' they.had i lemented
activities to increase attendance during the 1919 2 period,

. and 51 percent stated -they: - planned to either dug nt or .

implement programs by 1984 -85.

1

1

1

e And finallys.a, fast response survey, .requested of/ 571

. districts by the National Commission on Excellenc
indicated that between 1979-1982, 57 percent Ow emented
policies and procedures to increase core subject require-
ments; 49 percent increased or established minim compe- .

tency high-school*graduation requiroMents; 26 p ent .

increased the amount of hoMework reqU.ired of st dents; and
49 percent established .or increased courses to improve
students' study 'sktlls/habits.

The list is endless, and I am sure 'that for each failing dilcuSsed

in the natideal reports, we could find pluses. For east of our pluses, a

critic could find minuses.

What is important, however, is that within the la 't 35 years a

larger percentage of our nation's.children are in sch 1. Of these
40

children, a larger percentage are graduating and going on to institutions

of higher learning. The great national experiment of1i providing an equal

.educational opportunity to all children is closer toil' reality.

The seminal Brown versus the Board of Education/of Topeka Decision,

in 1954, defined equal opportunity As equal access to facilities. We
P

have gone beyond that point, and we are now talkingiabout equal educay

tional opportunity as the chance to, and expectatiO that; all students

are capable of learning the triterion-referenced material.

30
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The single, most talked about report on the effects.of schools during

the 1966's was Joel Coleman's Eciality of Education Opportunity. This

.

report was widely misinterpreted, to mean that schools don't make a differ-.

ence, and there is really nothing that schools can do to overcome tne

cultural and economic Disadvantages that chilOren bring to school with

them. In: reality, Coleman and his fellow.researchers attempted to link

the various, static resources available .to each school with the varia-

tions'in achievement of the school's students. By static resources

mean things like teachers'. levels of certification and year's of experi-

ence; federal, state, or local dollars available; number.of books in
.41

libraries; racial and social background of the student population; etc.

The report concluded that student outcomes were more closely associated.

with.family background'and status thhn with the resources'ayailable at

1

the schodl:

A major failing of the Coleman report was.that itNaid very little

attentinn to the instructional practices, management practices, reward
, = ,

systems, and other activities and influences present within the school.

Later research, culminating in the body of research we currently call

"effective schools," began to focus on how schools were organized and how ,

that organization maximized the resources, both fiscal and personnel to

focus on student achievement. The effective schools approach ii an

attempt to examine the manner in which teachers,'counselors,.and adminis-
.

trators coordinate their efforts to assist the classroom teacher to maxi-

mize the amount of instructional time available, and how efficacious*

that teacher then motivates and reinforces the learning process.

The research also took a quantum leap forward when it began observ-

ing variations' within specific settings. Were there major differences in
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student achievement within the same school? Were there differences with n

therame -di stricts? -The- answers 10' these west Ohs were -1111-Soiinditig'"--

yes-- and the reasons for the yes .explain-the elements'of effectiveness.

. In a recent staff development -session in New Jersey, Michael Cohen

discussed another dimension of thelcurrent research. He be that . .

the early research overlooked the fact that most.of the variation' in

student, achievement occurs within schools. The'. formative peridd assumed

that all resources. were applied to all students equally. This ignored

the fact thatiithin schools students were assigned to specific learning .

46

tracks (college preparatory, general, etc.), and the teachers,. textbooks,

field trips, social groups, and clubs were different for each track.

Outcomes, theft; were predictably different.

The current body of research began. foCusing on more .dynamic school
v.

processes, on what a teacher actually does within the classroom. Was
.

he or she well prepared and organized?' Did the lesson flow, or 'did

It require constant interrOtions and backtracking to coder important
.1

material? Was the classroom environment-conducive to learning?

Cohen had some interesting views on till most current. classroom

management literature (people like Glasser, Hunter, Brophy, Good, et

4.1 al.). Effective teachersb the research posits, can be. characterized by

the organization, planning, and instructional strategiet they use. The

real difference between good, poor, and awful classrooth managers is not

so much indicated by how they respond to disruptive behavior out by the

instructional practices they employ. To a large extent, 'these begin

before the firit class meeting and continue throughout the academic year.

32'
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It is their consistent 'skill at managing and planning student time which

reduces the.opportunity for disruption; itis not their strong response
.

after the disruption has occurred. This means that lessons are well

'organized and- thoroughly' prepared- -with all materials aviilable before
. .

the class meets.

It is'alto lnteretting to observe 'that the majority of current:

.research, as summarized by Barak Rosenshine in a 1942 presentation,
. . .

Auggests--especially, for younger-students and those .categorized as "slow

leirners"--that highly structured, direct .and well,..supervited learning

experiences are the most effective, *This is an interesting observati
.

given the emphasis placed on discovery learning andndividuallzed,
.

.44

learning station practices. It seems to indicate that teaCheri need to

'consistently give instruction, explanations, myriad examples and ask-for .

activefitudent participation. This is not in easy task. But it falTs.

into the definition.pf effective, aahievement.-directed classroom manage-

ment. A high rate of student success (80percent or better for new
4 .

material and, hopefully, :90 percent or better on review) .provides the

potitive reinforcement needed to foster achievement.

Whenicombined prior preparation, effective control 40 management

techniqres, strong reward systems, and good. instructionalfpractices have

enormous effect on a concept called academic learning time SALT). This

phenomenon has three major Components:

1. Allocated time per 'subject area. There are documented cases
in which students within thesame school building receive
four to. six times the amount of instructional time in a

specific subject area as their peers.

2. Engagement time refers to the propottion of the academic
period in which a student is either working on academic
tasks or attentive to the teacher. Relinquishing time to
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loudspeaker messages, discussing housekeeping chores, or
handling disruptive behavior distracts from engagement time

Success' rate should.be in the 80 to 90 percent range I
discui.sed earlier. This is a surprising conclusion .

(fisher, 1980), given the.body of 'psychOlogicat literature
which suggests motivation is increasedWkin assignments are
moderately difficult., On second thought, however, in the

lassroOm a higher success rate would imply that the teacher
itSpending sufficient time on task, rechforcing and repeat-
ing examples to'insure a fins grasp. of the basic con.'

'cepts before moving onto another topic--somewhat different
from the: abstract motivational research of applied psychol-
ogy.-

-The sense of efficacy and positlie expectations for student

ment is. especially important n,classrociss with large number of low

achieving. youngsters. There: is. voluminous research... to document that

teachers 'differentiate betwien low and high achieving students. Such

treatment might include fewer opportunitiesto respond to questions asked

of the class, more frequent.citicisM, and less :praise.

An..informal -study Of schoOl-relited reasonsjfor students'' dropping

--: out was conducted byBruce Wells.at North High School in Worcesteri,.
Massachusetts. Wells 'concludes:Y.6st poor attendance.in theupper *.

elementary and middle school years is Strongly associated with dropping

out latet'. on. in 'an. anonymous survey of several hundred high school

dropouts, 60 percent said teachers'putting them down, calling them

"stupid;" or "dummy," implied that they could-not learn and, therefore,

they concltudedi "Why stay in school?!
410

t

4 Or, Leslie Hart, in Human Brain and Human Learning posits that

when we are anxious or fearful,,our higher thihking skills are blocked

by the more primitive parts of the brain which tell 'us to duCk or run

for cover. "The. child freezes, seems unable to 'think, stabs wildly at

, 34
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possible answers, breaks into tears, vomits, or acts up, perhaps to the

point of viblencv!.

Effective teaching practices are just one element of the "school

excellence" program we (lit here :for today.. I would like to summarize, y

suggesting a series ofchange strategies that the research focuses upon.

School Improvement Programs

-1. Treat.the school building as the unit of change, instead of tne
entire district, or individual administrators or teachers. A 0

district may launch this process; but the focus of change strate-
gies-must be individual schools with central.administrator
support :and. involvement.

4r -
2. The -1 dent if icat ion. Of the problems to be addressed and the subse-

quent solutions to the problems are jointly agreed upon and
developed by the administration and the staff.

3. The plan of atack (action plan) isdeveloPed to include who is .

responsible for what.andwhen.` It 'includes a strong evaluastion
plan, which periodically gauges' progress and recycles to an. .earlier step if results.are not acceptable .

4. ,A11 of.t the above occur using available dollars to the extent

possibPlans are developed, implemented, and evaluated using

existing resources.

There are a plethora of school-based programi either being planned,-
.

or currently operating, but the itatistiCs):base for these is still

miniscule, We need another fewyears of evaluation and operation to

begin a hard analysis of effectiveneis along the ,axis of lasting change,

ease of change, and 'effectiveness. benchmarked ilOng the criteria of

increased student achievement (once again measured on standardized test

scores).

Academic

\*.

Learning. Time

Increased homework--as long as it is intricately interwoven
with class work, and regularly corrected and commented on by
the instructor.

35
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2. Depending on the inter lationships *present in the district,
. teachersi.counseiors, Oartment chairpersons, etc. can Word

together to actually esk auditulhe amount of time classrooms

teachers are.Spendi n specific contentareas* These; then,

can be aligned and ev uation instruments develwed, and shep-
herded through the a uous.process of school .board approval,.
which, assess specifi agreed-,upons learning objectives.

3.

This is not meant 'tq, suggest a litmus test for classroom.
teachers and theft* Onformance with di strictwide di rect Oes,
but can. be an extrefliely useful tool 'tobrihg the curriculum

alignment and deveiop achievement tests. which measure maters
and subjects actu ly;taught. . .

.
.

We can, by .using
agree uoon schoo
objectives. Thi,

school, to tho
important..'

into
al.

oint planning and decision-making processes,
ide; and even distrlictwide, acedeMic goals and
would afford-more time,,across an entire

iubjects. agreed, upon as more fundamental or
. . 4

4. Finally, by de loping and. agreeing upon a code of:student..
conduct- -and uifonuj,y enforcing it, we* can:decrease disruptive
behavior and,ttherifore, increase, the *Actual. Amount of time .

available fo instruction.. 'Codes of conduct are important tools.
in the hands, of performer whose management skills are 'honed.

-"' Honing can be accormlished through in-service programs, present-

ing the ne st and Most effective -approaches-to teaching, and.
using clas room management skills. There itno mystery. hire,

and no fa ling in.notknowing (almost. from birth) good manage-

ment ski V s, Too- long has the profession relied. upon intuition 't .

to replace practices, missing from' the syllabi of uodergraduate

and graduate courSes. Tnis is one viable area for the

over,maligned in-service.tessions*
-

Numerous mechanisms are, available 'to more completely focus the cur-

riculum around1aicontent *core and develop a testing program aligned with-

this core. Tine easiest, of course, are districtwide testing programs.

In. states like New Jersey with statewide competency testing mandates, the

program must be further aligned with the state's mandates. Since achieve--

ment testing programs should measure -students' perfonsance benchmarked

against instructional offerings, curriculum alignment should accompany

the development' of a districtwide or schoolwide .testing program. Build-

ing level planning,' ihvolving!all members of the staff, can serve to

36
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bring instructional objectives, content9.and goals inp proper perspec-

Decisilis on how to accomplish these objectives shoul4 be joint,

Ito be most meaningful.

Richard .Elmore's "Backward Mapping" strategy has substantial rele-.,,
I,

vancehere, especially. since.it focuses on the .attitudinal .and behavioral.

dimensions ,necessary to bring about the institutional and instructional

changes.swe have discussed earlier.
.

...

/:

The bottOm line in all this seems to:ma.:to be the .fonowing ques7 ..

. tions:

.

Do we, as ,educators, want to help pi.oduce an informed; educated,
and participating citizenry?

Do as educators, want. to helpproduce .people who,_.intelli-
, gently,- can contribute tO,thewell-beintand,co,ntinued growth

of the .country ?. .

.Do wit as educators, want to.help produce.people whO value
learning enough to continue their education after leaving our
classrooms? , . .

*Do we, as 'educators, want to assist in the development of .

people who can exist in the new and dinanding information 'age?,

If the answers to these questions are-yes, then as__a'profession, we

-
should begin to seriously examine any body of research which allows us to

fr

adapt quickly and completely.

The spotlight is on us...this is our years By applying the ever

increasing and more relevant research base with the practical, everoty.

experiences of the people who know children and schools the best (those

who spend the majority of. their working hours within, the confines of the

classroom and school building), we° can bask in the spotlight and revel in

Spinoza's realization that "all things excellent are as difficult as the.y

are rate." ,"
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THE. EFFECTS OF PRINCIPAL STYLES ON SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT.

Shirley M. Hord .

4

Shirley Hord is Co-Director for the Research on the Improvement Process
Program, ..R & 0. Center for Teacher Education, thiversityof Texas at

Austin. . Hord and her colleagues at the.Center.have conducted a Principal-
Teacher Interaction Study which hastbeen awarded the beit researcn study
of administrators for 1203-84 by.the Ametican Association of School
Administratbrs (AASA). The paper which reports the findings of this
study is-titled the Role of the ;chool Principal in School Improvement
Efforts.. Mores .presentation reyeais may of the findings from this
URFEiht

Re =e h o rovement Process-1i a:project that has been study-

inithefimp vement. process within .schools--trying to understand: how

schoOls change,. at the proceises-are for changeo.and what things nave

to happen in order or schools to change,more effectively and.pore

ciently. We don't study what changei schools should make. That's for:

.someone else to. ecide. But, when it has beendetermined that some' ,

change sho e made and'an Improvement program has been .selected, our

research findings can help schOolsmakethai change.

Assumptions

Our research is based on several assumptions. First of all, cnanoe

is a PROCESS, not an event. During the past 20 years, there hai been an

assumption thati: if a new program is delivered.to,a teacher neatly paCkaged

and attractively laid outo.it will be put into practice.. We, have learned

over the years that change does not happen that way. It takes the input,

the involvement, and the help of a great many people; it takes a substan-

tial amount of time. Most teachers and principals understand this, but

very few superintendents and boards of education do. Instead, superin-

tendents and boak members tend to pay attention to dollar signs; and
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vo,"

since time costs Money their interest is in having schools. as

rapidly as possible. But we have learned thit change is a process, and it

0 os

is a very expensive pndeavor in terms of time.

Secondly, change is a very INDIVIDUAL:endeavor. It is made by:individ-
.

uals first--thin byinstitutions. We are interested in how individuals. get

involved and in' what ways they change across time. Tne he'd assumption is

related; change. is a highly PERSONAL experience. For example, you may

change puch more rapidly than I. It -mattake me a long time to underitand_

the new program.or process. My needt might be very.different from.yours.

because you are moving.along more quickly in understanding_tnefcnange. The

fourth assumption is that change involves developietal GROWTH. People wno

. are changing develop and grow in terms of their feelings about change.and in

$ terms of -their ski Ji S i& applying

The outcome of,a1,1 of these assumptions is: interventions must be

related to the people first, and the innovation second.' aletnink that wnat-

ever you do* should be done with thcindividual teachers in mind, rather than

with the new program, or innovation, as a focus. That's not to say the

program is not important --hut if.you push to get the program in place, tnen

you may leave your people behind.

Telkchers Concerns

One way to-keep people in mind is through their stages of concern as
4

they are involved with the cnange process. We-nave learned, over a number

of studies, that when you introduce a change, people nave particglar reac-

tions. (See Figure 1, Stages of Concern.) Starting at the bottom of tne

chart, we see tbat,when people don't really know about a change, tney have
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Figure 1 .

Stages of Concern:
7

Typical Expressions of .Concern about the -Innovation

a

Stages of Cohcern Expressions of Concern

Refocusing I have some ideas about something tnat
would work even better.

.

M

A

C

T

'A

K

S

E

L

F

,5

4

3

2

1

0

Collaboration

Consequence;

Management

Personal

Informationall

Awareness

I am concerned about relating what I 03
doing with what other instructors are
doing.

How is my use affecting kids?

4

I seem to be spending alt my ttme 4 n
getting material ready.

.

How will using it affect me?

I would like to know more about. it.

I am not concerned about it (the
*innovation.)

t.

CRAM Project
Research and Development Genter for 'Teacher Education

The University of Texas at Austin.

.0

a

O

t.
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0
what we call Stage of Concern zero (SoC 0). %Tney don't know about it.

They are .unconcerned about it.

Whin people first hear somethilng about an innovation, they tend to

have informational concerns (SoC 1). They want-to now more about tnis

new school effectiveness project thatyls going to be implemented.

Coupled with that, they are also saying, "What does that mean to me ? ".

They have personal concerns (SoC 2). For example, "If I get involved in

a. basic skills program, will1 like ft?" "What is it goingelo mean to me

as a person, as aNpr;ofessional?". Q.

After those early concerns .are resolved by incoming more familiar

and understanding the, change to be.implemented, concerns change to

management (SoC.3).. This happens when teachers begin to change their

practice and to use a neW program or a new process.. Whatever it isif

it's a new behavior managlment process or if it's a new science program

when people begin using a new program, they nave a lot of.concerns about

**how they are going to make it work. ExaMples are "Where do I get the

time?" "How much preparation is it going to take?" o I work it

into my busy schedule ?"

If things gQ well, if it's.a good program being implemented,. if

teachers have the time that they need, and get the help they need, then

they can move to consequence concerns (SoC 4). This does not happen

easily or quicKly. Many teachers never move. beyond their management

concerns, because we don know enough about implementation to help tnem

sufficiently. If teachers are concerned about Management on a daily

basis, they will either modify the program or they will drop it entirely.
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Sometimes teachers move to wnat we call collaboration concerns (SoC

5.) which involves working n coordination with another person. Some

teachers never have collaboration concerns; they want to word in their

own self- contained classrooms and are notiinierested in being engaged
go.

with others.

The last stage of concern (SoC 6) i what. we call refocusing. finis

involves looking about for some other pr grams that will work even better:

Some refocusing people have deVeloOed their own programs.

Looking partner
t

As we have studied change, we have been very.involved with teachers.

We were led to the study of principals throagh some implementation work.

with teachers that we did in one of the western states. A very large

school district wanted to implement a new science program. Jney had

developed a program they were very pleased with, but they didn't know how

to implement it. They came to us and suggested that if we would help.

theme then they could implement it more successfully and we could study

the process.,

We studied a sample of twenty schools in that district. After two

years of implementing the new science program, nine scnools were looked

at more intensely; they appeared different' in terms of now their teachers

were feeling.and behaving. Three of the nine schools had teacners with

high management concerns. Anotner two of the schools had.teachers with

hign consequence concerns. Four of the schools had concerns that were

flat; the teachers weren't strongly concerned one way or the other.

All of these schools had the same resources, the same program,

the same amount of time, and the same input--and yet we fouhd large
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differences. We wondered why that was, and so 'we 'started questioning to -

try to find out why these schools were different. We tested out all off

our speculhions. Is it the SES of the school? Is it tne age of the

Ii it the Age of the teachers? Is it the .training of the -

teachers? Is it.the principal?.And as a result of talking with every-

body, we determined that it probably was the principal. We hypothesized*

that what happens in school improvement efforts:and the degree to which
)

dflooI improvement is implementer' is related to .the principal. Tnat gave

us our cornerstonefor beginning to study principals.

.

Principals' Interventions

We have learned that many interventions are supplied by princi

and others,during a schoolimprovemint change process. Our defin tion of

interventioA is an action that will influence the'use of a new pr gram or

innovation (whatever it may. be). Interventions are things you do to make

something happen--in thiycase, things you do to help teachers implement

e
a new program.

Tnere are several ways to look at interventions. One of tnese is

what we call Game Plan Components (GPCs). (See Appendix B.) When you

implement a school improvement effort, it is helpful to think about these

GPCs and determine what you're going to do under eacn area. Tne first

one is developing which has to do

with bringing in the materials, hiring staff, and providing the space.

Providing for supplies and materials is a very important GPC and an

important function that principals attend to.

GPC 2 is called training. Typically, in tne schools we have studied,

principals nave not donemucli training. An agency like AEL does some
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tuppl some training: Eve
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large di1lricts, curriculum coordina-

s a state edlication agency, they may

ugh principals; don't usually.do the train-

in school improvement efforts.
i

he next GPC .is riding consultation nd reinforcement. It'S tne

same thing as Ncoachihg." It means follow-0 after the training to find
7

o t if teachers really understand and to idfIntify what kinds of.help'are

required. This/GPC is what really makes

orI

idoes not make an implements-

tion effort/Principals are frewently,engiged in this area, especially

in the scihOols where teachers hadmOved i ntb consequence concerns.

GPt 4 is monitoring. and evaluation. By that we mean finding out now

it ii going, what is needed, and what is n14 clear. It also involves

I

.

more fonmalized evaluation. . Monitoring an! effort is'a
I

required intervention. You can't help people and you can't deliver

interventions that are.very appropriate f
I

or them if you dontt know what

ris needed.

The last two tomponents.re external communication and dissemina-
.

tion. We did not find much activity. in these areas. .Some *examples would

be reporting to the board of education or to the PTA, or diSseminatillg

information to other districts.

i

If you are a principal thinking about:change, you need to attend to

these six areas. The first four are the mast important. If you. neglect

any one of those, you may not get your program implemented in tne way

that you would like.

Question: In your experience in schools, have you found that tne
external cbmilinlication (GPC 5) was not necessarily
essential?
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Hord: Thank yoU for asking. that. No, I would not say that. I

.think it's very important. It's something that does. not
. need as frequent or as regular attention as the first four.

It appears that after you've reported to parents. and. they
seem to be Supportive and satisfied, then you can. turn your.
attention to other things. The first four components are
things that regularly need some attention.

Question: I just wondered if maybe that's in activity that might oe..'
employed more at the central.office than at the school 111.

level.

Hord: That's possible, although 'I would guess that the school
level people have An obligation-to,keep their constituency
informed about what's going on. I expect that4ne othet
side of the coin is we probably hatie not done enough of
that and one of the reasons we may now be in the dilemma
that we're in 'with our constituency,As that we have not
:let our public know about the good things that are
happening in the schools. .

Havipg described a "change" setting in which teachers'-concernt can

change over time regarding something that a 'principal or'a school district

introduces, and having tacked about implementing school improvement in
-

terms of essential interventions, let's looK flow at the principal.

We speculated that the principal was important.' We read in the
c

'literature that principals are the gate keepers`to change, and that they
1

can really make or break an effort.' But there was not much information

available that identified the day-to-day behaviors whicn makeln implemen-

tation effort successful. So we decided to study that.

We asked three school districts across the country - -one in the east,

one in the west, and one in the Rockies--to let us study three of tneir

elementary schools. We asked each sch001 district to identify three

schools with three kinds of principals. In essence, we asked for a

management-concerned school type principal, a consequence-concerned

school type principal, and one that was not very strong eitner may. At .
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that time we didn't have names for these principal types. We had sale
4-17-

Alescriptors and. the districts. were able to identify principals of each .

type.

We spent a year looking .atwhat was happening in'oneslice of the

life of ichooli We weren't looking at the principal.in all domains.

Ite,were looking essentially at what the\princlpal and others were doing

to factlitite the implementation of a particular, school improvement.

effort: One school .district was In its first year of implementing ant

-expository writing program. On theeast coast, the three Schools were in

. .

the second.year of implementing a new objective- referenced math program.
, .

The third school district was in it's third year of implementing 'a new.

science program.

We were in the schools four timesiduring that year to talk with
a

principals, district level people,...assistant principals, and every .

teacher. We telephoned the principal every other week. On the off week

we telephoned a second person in the school. We were very lucky to have

principals who were interested in our being there and whovere coopera-

tive. As a result of all of that data collection, we picked up 1,855

incident interventions. Interestingly enough, in the year one schools,

people delivered 511 interventions.; in the year two schools, they

delivered 684; and people in the ear three fchoolsdelivered 654. Tne

data seem to say thai you don't slow down in helping teachers at year

or year three. You Keep on going. Anotner interesting result is to look

at a breakdown on the Game Plan Components. In GPC 1 there were 660

interventioni. In GPC 2. (training), there were 128. Tnis is a much

lower number, however I suspect that the training may have been a longer
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and more involved intervention, so it might have tieen more powerful. I

GPC 3, there were .448 interventions; and in monitoring and evaluation,

GPC 4, there welt 416. What. we're trying to suggest'here is that. it's

more than. just "delivering the box," It is more than providing in-service

for the first three days of school tn August. It goes ,on across several.

years.

Another way to look at the Interventions was to look at their, source:

Who*was doing them? LotS.of People were involved in doing interventions:

teachers, dlitrict.level curriculum people4.principals, assistant princi-
/

A
pals, and special ,resource *teachers. 'Of 1,855 interventionsto.support:

./ these implementation efforts, 583 mere by principals. That's about

one-third.. So it's clear that principals. are very importent.and that

principals do things.. These findings.reinforced the notion that the

principal is very. important.

We found that assistant principals and other-facilitators accounted

for another one-third of the interventions. The rest of the.interventions

were by teachers, associate. superintendents, newspapers, 'parents; and

others.
1

When interventions 'are delivered, they go to somebody for.a.reason. .

We typically think of teachers being the only targets of an intervention
.

because they're the ones who are supposed to implement a new program. We

learned that principals receive.interveptions -also, :leachers receive tne

largestliumber of interventions, but 256 of these inte ent ions were

ollivered to the principal by teachers and by district st
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After having. collected the data,.'wertried to interpret and understand.

it In so doing, welearned that tilere.a4ifferent ways, that principals

go about. doing things. This we 411 °style." :There are three different
QS .

styles we have called the initiator, the manager, and the responder.. In

general.terms,. the initiator makes:ithappen, the manager-helPk\lt happen,

and the responder lets it happen. (See Appendix Iffor a description of

'principal styles. 1 Let me be very quick to add,that in all the sdhOol

were studying', the .:principals. were doing cvery.satisfattory Job.

When we looked at outcomes, we.found.thatinitiOtors and managers were

more successful in implementation. PrOgrams were. better implemented.(in..a

more correct or more appropriate way according to the .school district's idea

of curriculum progress) in classrooms within schools where there were.

initiatorsand managers present.. We looked at.principals. in terms of vision

and goal setting. AhOthermaylwe looked at principals focusedon what tney

didito structure the school as a, workplace, and howtheyinanaged change.

Still another: dimension related to how principals !We decisions.. Lastly,

we looked at.what they did to guide and support the facultyin tneir e orts.

Let's look for a few minutes now at these three different types o 4

principals. The first is the responder: who.lets it happen. The responder

principals receive a lot of itterventionsfrom the central office. They get.

, .

a lot of push Coming from the central office because the.responder principal

'does not supply that push within the building. The responder principal

.expresses very few ideas about the school 'and howit might be different in

the future. We learned that respondeuprincipals are very concerned aoout

the perceptions and the perspectives of other people; In terms of what goet

. ,
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on in the school, they let otherttake the lead. .They delay dedisions and

they get all kinds of input on ilett. sionspiDecisions are generally made one
.

at a time instead of in coordination with other decisions that havtimpact

on each other.. And once a decition is made, it is fairly fixed and not

'subject to reversal. It appears also that the responders, because tney4e

very concerned about other people' andiceeping people happy, are more often.

found in their offices. When you need .something from them, you go to them,
.

Question: Do you in' actuality find that people are Olendsof these or
are you finding that they have a pattern?

. Herd:: That% a good question. We have found that the responders
.tend to be pretty consistent -as responders. Initiators too.

are pretty consistent. Wefind that the managers seem to

swing back.andforths.sometimes being responders and some-
times initiators.

Participant: 'One thing .it seems to say is that as you try to initiate .

change or encourage change in local school systems, you .

.woultdeal with responders differently than you would deal' :

with either of the.other two groups.

Hord: Exactly, What it says to. superintendents, I think, is that

principals, like teachers, are different. They have to

have support to implement programs.in their buildings, and
they need training for new programs, but they need
different kinds of support.

Managers --what do they do and how are, they different? An interesting and

fairly significant factor about managers is that they are highly protective

'of their staff. We all know that teachers are: being asked to do an incred-

ible number of things; they are being asked to'implement, implement, imple-

ment, and implement. One of the reasons for this .is that many people tnink

it takes only one year to implement a new program. So we are.at fault when

we ask them to do all of these things. But managers tendAo protect'their -

teachers and say, "My teachers are already overworked--come back and see me

next year." That's different from the initiator who says, "Hey, that
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program makes

efftcient; they ste

hedules are in orde

They cUshion,chang

.which they implement new

change effort, managers top

implementation is at alower

ex tient sense for my kidi--we'll do it." Managers, are

that .the school runs.well, things are there, and

s at the'beginning'and, they modify the extent.tol

ograms. Once they.get.under way ,with a new

nt quickly and efficiently..Sometimes the

vet than the district office or the cui4icu-

1.um people:might wish it to:b.e.

Another" very .interesting thing wefound out about manager principals is 4'

)ey're.trying to.do more of it ihemielves. We will not have time. today to

talk .such about "the second- change facilitator (CF)." This is a person in

every building who.: turns out to be very important in helping to implement a,

. new program. One of. the interesting.differencei between initiators,

1

. .

: .

,.managers, and responders is in their use of a second CF. Tne manager inter-

verses more often, and the second CF less often in the Manager principal
~40. ap

schools. For some reason, manageri want to do it all to see that it it done

right.and done well.

You might guess that in responder schools the principal intervenes less

than the second CF. It would probably make sense to-you, given the descrip-

tion of these persons. In the initiator-led schools, it is almost half and

half. The initiator principal looks at ttie whole area or territory involved

in what needs to be done. He or she brings in a second CF and sometimes-a

third, determines what is to be done, and then shares those activities.

So, lees look at the initiator. When you go to their schools, you

hear a lot about kids, and you hear a lot about programs and what they will
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do for students. .lod get the idea that theiktiaw where.they're going, They

can articoleteIhe kind of school they need. They'have a clear vision.

They get input. andthty:listen: There. is not as much participant decision-

,making. In the 1960's we had a lot of humanistic work going on and there

was a strong push for participant decisiiiinaking..'"Thet's not to say such. :.

shared .decisionmeking is .good or bad, but simply that in the initiator*

.school, there is less oc it.

One of thd things .that characterizes.these people more than anything

else is plite. They don't wait .for it to. happen; they're -in there making it

happen and. they ouskteachers. They want_ things dope and done well. They

are focused on the achievement -and, happiness of their students. One of the
.

. five factors researchers have found present in effective schools is strong

leadership at the school level.

One of the things that effective principals/o is push in order .tnat

P'

kids will, learn more and they push not only on the teachers, but also on the

kids, on themselves, and en'thelparents. They have high expectations that

they clearly articulate. They are people who are informed, know what's

available, what can be done, and what the options are. They are people who

get out there and agressively seek resources. They are people who might

"creitively reidterpret" district policies to get things done.

V Ques ion: What is the job .role of the second change facilitator?

Hord: At the school level, this person can be the assistant
principal, a resource teacher, or a.teacher whose,role is
to help 'facilitate this new program. It can'be what's
called..ad innovation facilitator. This second CF can also

-tome from the district level. In our data we found that in

*' initiator schoola and in manager schools, the second CF was , II

a school level. person; in the responder-led schools, it was
a district level person, such as the subject specialist or

curriculum coordinator.
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Let me report a couple of the key findings .about the.. second change .

facilitator. (See Appendix 8.) :The second CF does more of what we call .

complex incidents:: the coaching, .the follow-up., the con4liation.. They

. have longerinteraCtions with teachers around more%sobstantive issues,

such as "how can.I help you?" and. "this is the way it should work."'

There is a'relationship.between.the-principal's.. style and the second CF

role in terms of who does more and who does less: There :s also a

relationihip between.where the second CF is housed and the style of the

principal. The initiators Andmanages have in-house,..in-school second

CF's. The responder has someone from outside the school. And sometimes
! .

,

there is yet another teacher who acts as a third CF, who is a little more

4i informal and who works teacher'ateacher, models how the innovation

should work, disseminatei information, and such. So, there may be a

number of actors in the schoo who are helping teachers change their

practice through school improvement effolis to make their schools more

effective.
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CURRICULUM NAPPING AND MANAGEMENT

Fenwick English

A national consultant for over ten years, English has, worked with some of
the largest school districts in the nation helping them improVe adminis-
trative effectiveness and curricullim delivery. He is currently Superin- .

tendent of Schools, Northport-East Northport on Long Island, New York.
He has been an author/co-author of four books in: education: Strat ies

for Differentiated Staffi School Ors anization and Mana ement, econd-
ar an e = s ssessmen = ncepip'®

open pamphlets wnfo.nave -been published by
ASCO, Council for Basic. Education and the National School-Boards.

. Association. English is a Distinguished Professor of the AASA Nationkl
Academy for. School Executives, and an Outstanding Consultant of the

. Assodation for Superviston and.Curriculum Development.

. TWO I will provide an overview of 'curriculum management and map-..

ping. 'Upping is an auditing technique for looking At the. taught

curriculum as reported by the teacher. Mapping deals. with three things:

it dells withie content of what was taught,'the.time spent in teacning,

and e sequence f what was taught. Later I-will explairi how that fits

.\ into the notion of mar ementt but first I want to present.. the basic

concepts, ideas, and. ter inology of curriculum mapping and management,.

4

talking about management first and. then mapping..

It is important to realize that curriculum management is.different

from curriculum development. A curriculum developer may not have any

responsilkilities for impleienting, monitoring, and/or changing a curric-

ulum. Typically, In a university course on curriculum, a lot of time is

spent on develophent theorY, but not much, if any, time is spent on the .

management of that curriculum once it is in place-in a school system.,

The principal or superintendent has responsibility for the implementation

of the curriculum and for determining whether or not it is effeztive.
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People in the school diatrtct who have responsibiltties.for the'management.

of the curriculum are curriculum generalists,. rather than curriculum spe-

cialists; i.e.; they are not Subject area people. They have respqnsibili-

ties_for the broad range of curriculum that exists in their Wilding,

program, or district. Although mapping is a very useful technique for any

subject area, and although subject area people use it,' the real genius of

mapping is its ability to give a broad picture of the taught currtculum:

It gives principals and' other instructional leaders a handle on the curt.'

riculum that they never had before.

Management

Thelunciion of the management of anything (whether it beAne curric-

.ulum or the cafeteria program) is to insure that what we want to have

happen, happens. In this respeCt, the classroom teachei is the basic.

manager of the educational enterprise. The reason that we put a teacher

in a classroom is to manage something called learning. Management of the

educational process is called instruction, or teaching, and the teacher

is the manager of learning. We believe that by pdtting.a teacher in a .

classroom, something happens that is regular and consistent, and is deemed

vital by our society. We can exterd the same rationale to a building

principal. The reason that we hale a 'principal in the building is that

something happens that wouldn't rsappen as regularly if the principal were

not there. If that's not true, we don't need a principal.

In the job of management, there are three basic kinds of broad activ-
a

sties that should be carried out. The first responsibility of anybody

involved in management is to define the purpose and mission of whatever

it is that you're about. Aid that is in terms that are accessible, so we
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know whether or not it happens. Tne second thing that's very important

is to configure or shape the available resources. The third tning

Managers do is to utilize feedback to make adjustments that are required.

Feedback can come in a variety of fnlims;* it can be informal or formal.

Formal feedback i in the form of a rating or a test score. Informal

feedback can be a letter or a complaint. These are the three functions

of management,. whether you are a manager of IBM, or .a manager in any area.

I want to point out.the difference bey.. en p ffective and efficient.

They're not the-same. When you take the resources that are provided and

you get the results that the organization wants; we say that you have

been effective. You might not have been efficient. Another word that

sometimes stands for efficient is cheap. You know it's possible to be

cheap and not effective, We can spend very few dollars but not get. the

results. Effectiveness relates to the objectives--the reason you are ".

there. If you accomplish those objectives, that's one thing; 'if you

idon't, you have not been effective. It's also possible to overspend your

budget and not reach your objectives; then you are neither effective. nor

efficient.

Resources. There are only three resources available: people, time,

and material. Material includes all inanimate objects sucn as buses,

books, and buildings. As a person who exercises responsibilities for

managing, you are expected to take on three general or generic management

tools. Budgets, schedules, and curriculum are the three basic management

tools that we use to shape our resources. Every'human organization has a

curriculum. One of the things that enables us to understand the function

4
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of curriculum in schools .is to understand its function in otner organize-

&

tions, even though they may'not call it a curriculum.

fi

Curriculum

Before we talk about curriculum, we have to define it. Curriculum

is a Latin word. As a noun, it refers to a lap, a ram a racetrack, a

path, a road, or a way. Figuratively speaking, when you develop a'curric- .

ulum, you are developing the student's career; the. student's career is a

means to the student's life. From the Latin perspective, the'curriculum

was a means, to an end, It was a road to get Some place. You have all

heard the saying, ".If you don't know where you're going, then'you'11

probably end up some place else. Or it doesn't really matter where A
9

end up." A lot of scnool districts are run like that. Tney're very

efficient but not very effective; they don't have the foggiest idea where

they are going. .If a curri lum committee understands what curriculum

fs, the first thing that they 11 do is to define what the curriculum is

to accomplish; ,then they.will write the curriculum. You define the end

first. The curriculum becomes t e- means that you use to reach the end.

If you don't know wig at the c riculum is supposed to accomplish,.,

then any curriculum is as good as any ether. Any road will take you

there if you're not fussy about where you, end up. If you don't Know wnat

your objectives are, any textbook.is as pod as any other. A curriculum

is deliberately selected to get us to a specific place. 4 call this the

"lean and mean" definition of curriculum. If you know wnat the

curriculUm is to accomplish, then you will know which courses will not

reach those objectives, and you can get rid of them. If you don't know

what your objectives are, you will probably nave more courses than you

. .
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need. Then you have to fall back on the definition of a good curriculum

as being one that includes everything and excludes nothing. .Thatvs what
11

I call the large "tub of jello" definition.' It includes everything and

is so flexible that it's moving around all the time.

The three elements of curriculum that we have traditionally tried to

manage are content, time, and sequence. These manageible)wlements of

curriculum are answers to very simple questions that-every human organi-

zation asks and answers. The first question is, "What do we do?" Because

organizations are different and purposes are different, there are many

different answers. Think for a moment of the organizations which you

belong to besides your work organization. You belong to religious,

fraternal, social, and recreational organizations. A bowling league has

a different curriculum than a bridge club, or a lodge, or a church. The

answer to that question is called the content; and in the literature of

'time on task, thatis called the task. The second question is, "How much

time are we going to spend on this?" .The third question is, "In wnat

order do we do it?" Those are the three questions by which a curriculum

is created.
4

There are two kinds of curriculum operating in the 'schools --tne

implicit curriculum and the explicit curriculum. The explicit curriculum

is the one that we typically think about; it is a plan, a document, or a
450'

'Iuide. The implicit curriculum is the curriculum the teacher actually

teaches; there may or may not be a guide. Long before the curriculum is

explicit, it's always implicit. What we write down is a series of deci-

sions about what, how much, and in what order. A curriculum can be

operating in a school where there is no curriculum guide.
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There are three motivating forces that cause educators (or anyone in

a human organization) to move from an implicit to an explicit curriculum.,

The first reason is that some purposes are designated as more important

than others. When some courses, classes, or subjects are said to be more

important than others, we say that they are required, Tinimum,*basic, or

core. Somebody (the legislature, a national study, or we ourselves)

decides that of all the things that children might learn or might be

taught, these are things which they must be taught or they must learn..

That is one of the major things that causes us to draft a plan-lo mane

sure that something happens. Education is not very different from ay

human organization that writes a. plan to make sure something happens.

The second driving force for a plan or a 'curriculum is karcity or

economy. We have long since discovered that schools cannot do everytning...

and that the people cannot afford for us to do everything. We have to

make decisions based upon scarcity. Let me put It into a different

context for you. If you had all the money that you needed in your pro-
.

would not have to have a budget. A budget would.be irrelevant.

1,..don't know of very many school' districts like that and I've never heard

of an educational agency that had all the money that it ,needed. It seems

to be a general human condition that we have more things to Spend it on

than what we have to spend; i.e., we havemore needs than we have

resources. Something has to give. 'In the budgetary process, a budget

reconciles our resources to whit-we can spend :those resources4on. A
IMO

curriculum does the same thing with a different commodity: time.

In the United States,, children attend scnook K -12, for about 14,000

hours. That is only 585 twenty-four hour days, or about 2,340 six -ho.ur
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days. Every teacher will.tell yoti the same thing: there is more to teach

thali.there is.time to teach it in..If you have only 585 twenty -four hour

days, you must make a choice about what goes on, because you don't have-

all the time-in the world. So, the basic questiOo'that the curriculum

answers is framed one of two ways: of all the thingS thityou might

teach, what are the things that you must teach? Or,. to put it another

way, of all the things that children might learn, what are the things

that they must learn? You come to the inescapable Onclusion that you

have a very limited chunk of time.

It's been said that educators are great at addition, but they can't

'subtract. .We keep adding to the curriculum, but nobody ever tikes any-

thing.Out. The next ttme somebody comes toolou with a good idea for the

schools, such as fire prevention, or humane treatment of animals, be sure

to give them a list of all the things that schools are now responsible

for and ask them what to take out. We already have responsibility for
. .

more than we can deliver. A friend of .mine, who was an engineer, said

that if we educators were,engineers we would have flunked because we

have built a bomb that is bigger than the plane to fly it .in. That is,
ti

if the curriculum is-the bomb and the amount of instructional time that

available-is the planeolour plane can't take off; it just sits there

be use the bomb won't fit. We all knowhat every day, every teacher

sc les that bomb down so that it will fit into the plane. What do they

1 ave out? Fortunately, most teachers have a pretty good idea what to

leave out. They leave out fire safety, humane treatment of animals, and

a 1 the other extraneous curriculum that somehow the legislature makes us

re ponsible for del ering.
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Just to. give you some examples, in. New Jersey there is a state law

which says that all school districts 'shalt teach flag day; arbor day, and
. -

Commodore John Berry day. .I couldn't find anybody who had ever even .

heard of Commodore John:Berry. In Pennsylvania, they have alaw which

says that on Emma Willard's birthday you must teach about ner virtues.

She was the most virtuous woman'in the state of Pennsylvania, because

according to the laW; every teacher must teach about her virtues. Emma

Willard is.the founded' of the first institution of higher education for

women_in the state of Pennsylvania. In Michigan, there's 'a taw that says

that on Will Carlton's birthday (Will Carlton was a'famous Michigan poet

who wrote "Over the Hill to the Poor House") everyone should read aloud

his poetry.. You can find things in the ,codes of all states that add

thingS4o the,curriculum. But nobody ever takes anything out of, the

curriculum...So, scarcity is a driving force..

The third thing that's a driving force for 'the creation of a

curriculum is, something called rules. Rules are things like P.L. 94-142

and union contracts. Those are the driving forces for,the creation of

plan, by which we move from the implicit to the explicit curriculum.

Another way of conceptualizing this is that we wouldn't need a

curriculum at all if we could remove the three conditions that I men-

tioned. If a school district could say that any purpose or. outcome is as

ood as any other, they wouldn't need &curriculum. It's only when they

say that there are certain things that children must learn, or there are

certain things that we must teach, that they need a curriculum. Secondlyy

if a district has all the time, money, and materials that they need, tney

wouldn't need a curriculum. And finally, if there aren't any rules mut
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t-
haw we are to do.things, then .we wouldn't need a.plan. Since those

conditions are non-existent, we end .up focusing .on these manageable

elements of curriculum. The curriculum becomes a tangible way to, deal

with the shortage of resources. When a. school district realizes that

they must do a better job with the existing time, with the existing

°staff, and perhaps with no additional funds, they arrive at a point where

they say, "How can we' improve the prier-of our curriculum, which. is-

explicit plan?. How can we make it more effec,tive; that is, get better

results?"
O

#.

'If you want to make the curriculum a more powerful instrument in

schools, to get biptter results, there are tnree things that must be

present in the sabol district or program. The firststhing that has to

be' present is testing. I really prefer the word assessment, because

assessment includes the concept of testing, whereas testing does not °

O

necessarily include assessment. What we're really talking about is

feedback. We have to have some information coming back to its about how

close we got to those objectives, that we set out to accomplish. There

are two kinds of feedback: fdrmal and informal. Formal feedback means.

we have prestructured the response of the people that give us feedback.

Informal feedback not prestructured by us, prior to the time it comes

to us. So the frrst thing that has to be Operating in a program or a

school or a school district is the feedback function.

The second thing thirmust be operational in a school district is a

curriculum guide. A curriculum guide is the product of a prescription.

Prescriptions exist to answer the question that I posed to you earlier:

of all the things that we might teach, what are the things that we must
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teach? Or; of all'the things that pupils might learn, what .are the things

that-they must learn? The Board of Education.answersthat question by

,putting together a policy, the legislature answers it by passing a law,
4

teachers answer Irby putting together a 'lesson plan.. The general rule.

of thumb is this:. the closer you get to the operational level of.a0

business, and ours is educatton, the more detailed the plans becodie.

Typically, one expects tofindmore details in a leston plan than in a

board policy. In a' drawing we would have arrows connecting toe assess-

ment and prescriptive function.

Now, if .the assessment function 'tells us what we've done, and the

Prescriptive function tells us what we should do, then the third fun-

tion, by definition and by logics.mUsX be the function that we actually

do. Aild that is the teaching, function. That is where-curriculummapping

comes into play. Curriculum mapping is an analysis of three things as

they relate to-the curriculum: content, time, and sequence of the taugnt

curriculum. The name that we give to that.is.quality control of the

functions .of the written curriculum, the taught curriculum, and the

tested currialum. When these functions are being performed in a school

district, they are connected,linked, or aligned.

Think of the three functions--the written, taught, and tested

curriculum - -as circles. One circle is our taught curriculum, which` we

call the,real curriculum. We call it th& real curriculum because that's

the only one the student ever knows, the one that the teacher has decided

to teach. The real curriculum has two parts. It has a what part, which

is the content, or what weould now call "the task." And then there's a

different modality and methodology of delivering that curriculum, which

, 62
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we call "the time," and the time is spent on the. tasic. This circleerepre-

sents time on task, or the taught curriculum.

Now think of a second circle being the written curriculum. Tne

written curriculuMIxists in a' variety of formats, the most common being

the textbook. Any overlap in these two circles represents wnat the

teacher actually_taught that is in the curriculum. guide or textbook.

That is called the congruence or alignment between the written curriculum'

and the taught curriculum. The non - overlapping areas of the circles

represent what was in the guide that the teacher didn't teacn, and wnat

the teacher taught that wasn't in the guide. 'In some districts, these

two circles don't touch one another at all, which-means that we can

'sometimes spend a lot of time arld money on curriculum guides tnit nobody

uses.
.4-4fk

C.* p,..*

'Me third circle it,the tested curriculum. This could be a state
,

competency test, the Metropolitan, or whatever. Where all three circles

overlap represents the curriculum the children are -tested on, that the

teacher. taught, and .that was in the curriculum guide. Part of our diagrim

represents what the students were tested on that was in the curriculum

guide but was not in the classroom.. Part of it is what the test tested

that was in the classroom but wasn't in the curriculum guide. And the

tested curriculum that doesn't overlap anything represents what the chil-

dren are being tested on that wasn'.,t in the guide or in the classroom.

Now there is one cardinal rule that You should remember; it is the

universal finding of all of our research and practice as it relates to

the written, taught, and'tested curriculum. Children do better on tests
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if you teach them what you test them on than if you don't.. There,is not.

a shred of research that contradicts that.

Once you understand the relationship between the written, taught,

and tested curriculumt.you can .use this concept to help a school district

get better results. When You get your feedback, wnich 4s usually in the

form of a test score, you have to knowwhether a low score or an unaccept-,.
0

4ble score is the result of a design problem, or a delivery problem.' This

is something we rarely think about, but it is an important difference.

.A design problem occurs whet there is a breakdown between the.

prescription and the test.. For example, if teachers areusing a text-

book, is it congruent with or.aligned with the test? 'I've worked with

many districts who have begun using a continuous progress reading program
2

that was not congruent with the standardiied test they use. The result

was their test scores declined because teachers, were spending more time
lb.

on things that the test did.not assess. You must be sure that whatever*

you put into the hands of the teacher to teach is aligned with, or

congruent with, the test. When you get low test scores, yoU need A look

first at the relationship between the prescription and the test.

Concentric circles would mean a 100 percent overlap.

1 You can be sure that your test assesses your objectives if you

develop yourprescription or objectives first and your test .second. But

in reality, many districts are stuck with the test because okstate man-

dates. If the test cannot be changed, ,identify the contents, skills, and

attitudes that are measured in the test, and develop a checklist (which

becomes the prescription). Give that to the:teaching staff to. teach, and

you will have congruence with the test. The trade off is that instead of
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the curriculum driving the test, the test is drivi-ng the curriculum.

Another way of saying .1t is that the people who wrote the test determined.

your curriculum, and a lot. of peoVe have. no problem withpthat. All I'm

saying is that' when you're congrutnt, or aligned, you get better results

than when you're-not.

The second reason that we have a breakdown is called the delivery

problem. When you are assured by your analysis that the prescription .

fits tpe.test,lou have a deivery.problem. Teachers aren't using the

prescription. This is a different problem and it calls for a different

solution. The solution to the de4ign problem is to correct the design

error. The solution to a delivery problem is the traditional. one of

monitoring and supervision. The principal, or whoever has, the responsi-

bility for supervising*and.monitoring what teachers do, must make sure .

that the teaching staff, uses the prescription.

The third breakdown iesequence. This happened in a school district

that I worked in. They were concerned about their geography scores, .and

they did everything right. They wrote their geography objectives first.

Secondly,, they bought a textbook that included .their geography objectives.

Thirdly, they did inservice staff development activities and made sure

that all the teachers understood the objectives. They showed the teachers

how to use the textbooks. Then they went and observed the teachers, but

they still got terrible scores. Then one day they asked the simple

question: When do we normally teach geography? And when do we normally

test for geography? They found out that they had consistently tested

children on geography two weeks before they taught them the geography

unit. Everything was right except the sequence. Tne'solution to this
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1
problem is relatively simple. First you fix the date on which the test

Occurs, and then you tell the staff to teach it before that time.

The fotirth problem is the one in which the connections are there.

The written, taught, and tested curriculum are together. But we don't

spend enough time on mastery for children to be able to get the results.

Somehow we miss the boat with enough children so that we really don't get

the bang for the dollar that we put into getting the congruence in the 1
first plac

The final reason is that there is no congruence between the method

that we use to teach and the method that we se 'to test. The best

example is spelling. The way'we teach spelling 'is that on Monday we

introduce the words, on Tuesday we use the words in a. sentence, on

Wednesday we have a pre-test, on .Thursday we. study the words we missed,

and on .Friday 'we test then by asking them 'to write. the words. But when

they go into a standardized test, children are given four ways to spell a

word and they are asked to check the one that's right. That's' a word

recognition skill.

Lit me give you an' example of how important it is to teach kids how

to take a test. In a district in Georgia, they selected a third grade

class at random. They never changed any answers, but cleaned the answer

h ets by ma ng the bubbles straight, and erasing any extraneous marks.

e pupils' test scores improved by 12 points on the average, by just

g a clean answer sheet. They post-tested another randomly selected

class whose answer sheets were not cleaned up, and their scores improved

by only one or two items. You must teach ki how to take a. test and

teach them what a clean answer sheet luoks like.

a
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Curriculpm mapping helps us get a handle on the relationthip between

the actual taught curriculum and the designed or prescribed curriculum.

It is a.wai.to audit or monitor the taught.curriculum..

Curricular mapping is not a way to evaluate a teacher; it is a way

to examine a program,. If you're interested in evaluating a teacher, then

you're interested in curriculum °zapping.° I think that the key to suc-

cessful mapping is a problem.solvtngs'collegial approach. My approach to

teachers has been that mabing will be the solution to a teacher problem;

I try to show teachers how curriculum mapping will make their jobs easier.

I tell them what they already know: that their jobs are a lot Digger

than the time available to them. .Mapping helps us know what teachers

drop out of the curriculum. We accept that all teachers do it; tnat's

the way it is and nobody's going to get puhished for telling us about

what they drop out.

If you're working in a diitrict which has a poor environment in

terms of some animosity between the teachers and administration or board,

I suggest thit the board adopt a policy which states no mapping data will

be used for evaluation of personnel. It will only be used to evaluate

programs. Another way to guarantee that it not be used for teacher eval-

uation is through anonymity. When the data come to the central office

for scoring, there are no names on teem. The more open and professional

the environment, the betier use you will be able to make of mapping as a

tool to improve the alignment between the written curriculum, the taught

curriculum, and the tested 'curriculum.
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I'd like to share with,you some examples of.curriculism mapping.

(Refer to "The Implementation Kit" in Appendix-.C..) The map on page 4 of

the Kit" was used by Fresno Unified, a California district of 50,000

studenti. It i s the simplest. kind of mapping and wassused for two weeks

to see how much of the curriculum was actually being delivered. They

didn't map at the level of objectives inside the curriculum; they mapped

only for very broad areas. Notice that they' also asked about non-curric-

ular areas. such as assemblies, discipline, testing, collection

and other things that subtract from -instructional time. If a school or a

classroom is well managed, that non-instructional time will 'be low. When

it is not low, you need .to work on some basics in school and classtton

management that will increase i structional time: The results told us .

that-for the most part, scie e does not. exist at the elementary leVel.

Page 5 shows a sample map for a secondary school. Here we were

looking at a sMific'coursewintroduction to Physical Science, in a'

junior high school. The teacher indicates how much teacher time is pent

on the 22 objectives or strandi identified for this course. Remembe

that'mapping is a collection of teacher time, not student time. It is

teacher's self-analysis of time spent on the 'taught curriculum.

On page 6 in Appendix C is an example of mapping in a high school

'course called U. S. History anCGovernment. Tne data are tabulated in

two ways. Th) percentages across the bottom indicate the percentage of

the curriculum (identified by 29 concepts) that was taught 'by each

teacher. For example, teacher A taught 83 percent' of the concepts and

teacher B taught 49 percent. The figures on the far right column tell

you how much time the average teacher spent on each concept.

68
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In des&ibing the results of mapping, we have invented some terminol-

ogy to explain what was found. One such term is slack. It means tnere

is a certain amount of slack in terms of .the relationship between the .

curriculum. that was taught. and the time required. The op0Osite case is

1. one in which a. semester course can't be covered in a semester -- another

example of the bomb being bigger than the plane. When you adjust the

curriculum, ygu want to know how realistic the time frames are. If you

have any slack in your curriculum, you can take it out to make room for

other areas:withnut reducing the overall curriculum. Mapping is a

beautiful device to tell you how much slack.you have in the curriculumr

and there's more slack in most schools than you might think.

An example of sequentiatmapping data can be found on page 7. Tnis

was done in an elementary schnol,in New Jersey. New Jersey has a state-

wide curriculum and thise examples were taken frOm the statewide basic

skills test. At the end of each week, the teacher 6dicated how much

time was spent on each skill. For example, Jeff Jones spent 20. minutes

on the comma in week one, 5 minutes in week two, none in week three, and

so on: In the right hand column, you can see where he spent most of nis.

time in that 10-week period. He spent 1,175 minutes on spelling, or 16

percent of the total language arts time available; 5 percent on proper

nouns; and 4 percent on beginnisi sentences. Across the bottom you can

tell during which weeks he spent the most time in language arts.

When you map at the end of each week, you get the third component of

mapping, which is the sequence. If the items that appear down the left

are to be taught sequentially,_ with weekly, mapping, you will get what's
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called a stairstep. The big blocks of time will move doWn the page in

stairstep fashion in a sequentially taught. curriculum. A good example of

that is on page 8 (Appendix C) where we mapped science by grade levels at

an elementary school. Notice the semblance of stairstep,. You see that

983 minutes were spent on Maters al Objects in kindergarten, and 343

minutes.in.the first grade. That represents a break; the biggest block

of time should be.showing up in Organisms. But.you see that the second

grade teacher picked up Interaction Systems. The third grade teacher

sort of blew it.. The fourth grade teacher picked up Relative Position

And Motion, arkt the fifth grade teacher spent time on Energy Sources.

You can definitely'see the breakdown in the delivery of this curriculum,

which was suppos'ed to be taught sequentially. Notice that 010 and 011

didn't get time at all. If you were to design an elementary science

curriculum, would you design it so that the greatest amount of time on

science was in kindergarten? The, is how it was operating in this

school.

If you want to find out whether a sequential curriculum is being

taught sequentially, you must gather your data at least weekly or

biweekly. If you got the data only at the semester end, you would know

what was taught and how much time was spent, but you wouldn't know when

in the semester it was taught. On page 9 of that same document, the data

are presented cA a district-wide basis: You begin to see a stairstep

pattern, but you can also see some breakdowns.

On pages 10 and 11 are the rudiments of a microcomputer program

which you can use to crunch your mapping data. It is not a difficult

-thing to set up on a computer; .Page 12 contains the names of the school
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districts which have used curriculum mapping. It tells you how much of

the curriculum was mapped and when.

Question: . How long do you continue mapping?

Answer: It depends on what kind of dec,isions you want to make. If
you want to know whether or not your curriculum fits into a school year,

youtave to map the whole year. If you want to know if something is

taught or not, you can sample for a two-week period. ,You will notice:

there.are 10 steps to consider, with each step having multiple sub-ques-

tions. (See. pp. 1-2 in Appendix C.) Those will answer some of the

questions you have: How often do I collect the data? Do I map all of

language arts or Just spelling? The answer to each question depends on

the kind of decision you want to make. Do you want to make decisions

about the whale language arts, curriculum or just the spelling curri-
4.

culum? If spelling, you map only spelling; if it's language arts,

you have to map all of language arts. If yoti want to know whether

certain thing.-are taught in language arts, then you may only need to map

A
for a month. If 'you want to know if the language arts curriculum i s

realistic on a yeaf4o-year basis, then you have to map the wnole year...

The next question iss how often do you gather the data? Every

week? Every day? Every month? Every semester? If you. don't want to

see the sequence, the map ends at the semester. In elementary schools

you have to map more often--either weekly or every two weeks. The

elementary curriculum is more skill-driven and teachers can't rememoer

over a long period of time. Secondary is more content-driven. It's

easiJr to remember, for example, how much time you spent on the Roman

Empire than how much time you spent on diphthongs. A teacher would be

9
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hard pressed to pick that °sit of their school day after three weeks. The

more isolated the skills are, the finer they are, the more often you. have

to map.
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EFFECTIVE USE OF CLASSROOM4TIME

Jane Stallings
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Jane Stallings is well-known across the nation for her work in effective
teaching strategies. In the fall of 1983, the joined the faculty of
Peabody Teachers College, Vanderbilt University, where she heads a Center
for Research in Excellence in Teaching. She is the founder of the
Stallings Teaching and Learning Institute at Mountain. View, California.
She spent 12 years at the Stanford Research Institute at Menlo ParW, .

California, conducting research on effective educational techniques.,:
Stallings earned her B.S. in elementary education and science education.
at Ball State University and her Ph.D. in education and child development
at Stanford. She taught four 10 years in public and private schools- -
preschool to junior high.

In this recent stampede towards excellence, I'd like us not to forget

iome.of the basic things that we value about teachers. I believe that .

some -things can be researched and other things cannot be researched. We

tend to grab hold of things that can be researched and base all teacher

and school evaluations on. those things. We want: to define a good teacher

by things we .cansee, hear, and count. As a researcher, think we need'

to be careful and to be sure that the things we value most are also .

inFluded when we think about evaluating teachers and establishing teacher

preparation programs.

I'd.like for you to take a minute and think back in time to your

favorite teacher. What are the one or-two special qualities that make

that person memorable after all these years?

11
Responses: warm personality...keen interest in children liked what

she was doing...had high expectations OGGmade everything
fun...thorough...cring...allowed student participa-.

00n...understanding...liked subject matter...fair...
witty...enthusiastic...knowledgeable...demanding...enerr
getic...patient....he/she liStened...nurtured talent...
business-like
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My favorite teacher was a geometry/Algebra te

m
\her. She was.fair,

fi and clear. She required that yob get your bod in the room and be

in your seat with your materials when the bill rang. If you did your
, .

part, Miss Clark taught you algebra. She worked really hard and she
f

*helped you work hard.. In her way she made it fun, out it was also very

business-like. I guess I lo4 her for not letting us fail, because I was

pretty sure I was going to.

This list.of things that you've gpnerated is a pretty universal list.

If I. went to other groups of people with that. same question, we'd end up
o

wittra list.thit.looks very much like this. We may get a few different. .

words or terms, bUt the ideas would.belhere, especially this idea of

warmth and personal. interest. If you made a list of three or four-quali-

ties of your favorite teacher, how many of you would include personal

interest? (Almost every hand in the room.) .You.are'saying, "In some way

that person cared personal* about me and that's why I remember him/her

all this time, because I hid the feeling of being cared for." And this'

idea of warmth--it f-lt good to be there; it was a nice place tobe.
o

I have done this exercise to make a point. 14s we think about excel-

lence in schooling and excellence in teaching, we need to keep in mind

those qualities that we value most because those are real values. We may

not be able to count them in frequency counts or give them percentages of

time, but they are terribly important. We must not forget those qualities

in our rush to be excellent, because they are a part of being excellent.

Using Time Effectively

In an effort to identify effective methods to teach basic skills,

quite a lot of classroom observation research was funded during the
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1970'i. There was a reasonable payoff from this investment. Fisher, et

al., established that in yassrooMs where more time Was allocated to

academic. pursuits, students showed greater gains on achievement tests.

. Further,. in classrooms where. students spent.mOre time engaged in aPproi!

priate learning tasks, greater. progress was made. Stallings, Fairweather,

and Needels (19781 pressed these ideas further and found that in Secondary

basic skills classrooms, effective teachers spread the available time over

several activities, were interactive with students, and provided a sup-

%.

portive environment.'. In such classrooms, students were on task more

often.. Research by Evertson and Emmer (1980) has 'indicated hat those

teachers who make clear on the first day .of school what is expectedin

terms of assignments and behavi9r have more smoothly-running classrooms..

They were found .to spend less,timeon organizational or behavioral prob7

lems throughout the year:7

A simple method to.check on students' on-task behavior is to use tne

seating-chart observation form. (See Time Off-Task Manual, Appendix 0.)

Such objective information can help the teacher see which students are

off-task during which activities. This information can guide the

teacher's assessment of whether:ihe less9ns are too hard or too easy for

uninvolved students, or.whether students' Vocations in the classroom

should be changed. If many students are found to be off-task the last 10

minutes, the teacher may wish to change the activities planned for the end

of the period.

Classroom OrganisationOr ar 1 and Planning

The findings from the study by Evertson and Ewer (1980) of teacher

planning and management at the beginning of 'the school year were explicit
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enough to guide:practice. They were similar to the Stallings, et al.

(1978), findings'Which were translated into a series of in-service.work-

shops (Stallings, Needels, and,Stayrook, 1979). In ,that series of worx-

shops, we guided teachers to piCi activities that would account for the
. r

entire class period, beginning when students 'enter the room and continuing

until they leave. Teachers exchanged ideas on effective ways to take

roll, make assignments, pass Materials, assign seats, and group students.

We found that, when considering classroom. organization, it helped to view

it from the students' perspective, for example:
%

1. How soon after entering the classroom are students,
informed of the day's assignment?

2. Are the students told the kind, amount, and quantity of .

work that, is expected during the period?

3. Is the work assigned so that, for each period,' students
know the goal and can have a feeling of accomplishment?

4. ro students know how materials are distributed in class
and what materials they must bring to class? Are the
penalties clear for not having them?

5. What procedures are established for studenti to receive
feedback ,for their work during the period?

6. Do students know where to sit, what group they are in,
when to work alone, and when. to work with 'a group ?.

/. Are students aware of the teacher's expectations regarding
their behavior?

We found that effective teachers used a focus activity or a "sponge"

that takes up time which is normally wasted at the beginning.Or ending of

a period. When students walk through the door, there is a short activity

they can do to earn extra points while the teacher takes roll, passes out

papers, or organizes materials. They don't sit there chatting, so their

off-task benavior is lower. (See sample sponge activities, Appendix.0.)

.
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Making assignments. All students should be aware of the assignment

immediately upon entering the.classrpom....Any lapse between a student's:

entering the room and receiving .information about the day's assignment is'

time spent off-task, and subsequently means lost learning time. We suggest

two ways to make assignmenti quickly and efficiently. *Some teachers will .

find it most. effective to give the students their assignments as they enter

the classroom. If the students have individual folders and assignments,

they can. be handed to the students as they enter .the door. This procedure

immediately establishes the work expectations of the teacher Old allows

the students 0 begin work_ immediately. It is also a means of checking

the attendance for the d'ay because any folders not given. to students,will

identify those who are absent.

If the individual 'folders are not used, the assignments should be

written on the board prior _to the students' entering. As soon as the *Dell .

rings, the teacher calls attention to the assignments on the board and

students start their work while the teacher takes the roil. If the

students' assignments are based on groups, the group assignments, are

identified. For basic skills classes, it is important to make assign-

ments short .enough to be completed during the allotted class time.

Clarifying expectations. The teacher's objective is for all students.

in the class to begin their assignments as quickly as possible. Some

students may try to delay the assigriment by asking unnecessary or repeti-.

tive quotions. The teacher.should have a strategy for dealing with tnis

type of delay and not reward the behavior by giving these students undue

attention. One strategy is to reward those who start quickly by a point

system-.subtract points for not starting quickly. If many students do not

;4st
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understand the assignment, check to see if there is ambiguity in what you,
4

have said. Ask some students to.explain the. assignment. If the student

cannot. do this, restate the directions, and check for understanding. Make
o

clear the quality of work that is expected as well as the quantity. If

completed sentences and correct punctuation are required, say'so and be
-

consistent. Be clear about. the student's responsibilities for completing

the work. What are the prizes for completion? What are the penalties .

for-not completing it? . What do they do when it is completed? Teachers

need to plan so, that students do' not line up to wait for thp teacher to

check papers or sit at their desks, waiting.with their hands up: Such

procedures waste valuable student time., Some teachers have students check.

each other's papers for quality and quantity. Then the teacher checksa

The' central idea here is to be certain that all students know exactly what

is expected and that as little time as possible is taken to get them
a

started on the tasks to, be accomplished. Effective teachers spend less

than 15 percent of Vie .class time with these organizational tasks.

Improving distribution ormaterials. The manner in which students

acquire their materials is also importint. Students selecting their mate-

rials from the same area at the same time can often be a source of disrup-

tion and time off-task. For example, if several students are'trying to.

select materials from a reading kit center, tney are most.likely to start

socializing. Do not offer this opportunity. The teacher walking around

the room distributing materials to individual students and explaining the

work individually is also an inefficient technique. Each teacher must

think throuy and plan the best system for distributing materials in order\

to save time and to avoid promoting social situations. Materials might be
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handed to the students as they enter the room or be placed on the stu..

dents' desks before class starts. 'Perhaps a student :who arrives early can

assist with diitributing materia4.

Students shOuldoknow what materiels they are expected to bring with

them each day. Have a backlup plah for students who arrive without the
,

required materials. Having extra materials available to be used during.

the period, but returned at the end-of the period, would assure that

every studenk.Would be able to work on the assignment for the day. Some.

teachers save short stubby pencils for this purpose; other teachers trade

a student's. possession for a pencil and trade back at the end of the

period. Positive reinforcement for the.students who remember to bring

the'aiaterials with them- -such as giving extra points for classroom

behavior--helps toencourar students to arrive with the required

materials.

Assigning seats. The more effective teachers assign students to

seats and keep a seating chart. Secondaryteachers often have 100.200

students and the seating chart helps them call students by name more
*

quickly. Seats should be assigned to facilitate student learning, paying

particular attention to those. students with sight, hearing, or distrac-

tion problems, A seating plan should also allow for grouoingof students

for some instructional activities.

.
Grouping Students vs._ Working with Individuals,

During the 1960's and 1970's, many theoreticians andeducators

embraced the idea of individualized instruction, especially for the slow

learner. While there is a certain appeal to having students work at their

own pace through sequenced materials and having., the teacher work with one`
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student at a time, there are distinct.inequities in this organizational

system. Given a 50- minute period and 25 students, a teacher cannot pro-

vide instruction and feedback to every student every day. All.itudents

cannot get their questions answered. The result is that in classrooms

where the ,individualized approach is used, students are off-task More

.Often and make less academic gain.

A better use of the teacher's. instructional time is to group students

for some portion of the class period. In several Stallings studies,.

effective secondary teachers were found to provide instruction to tne

total group initially and then to reteach and Clarify instructions to a

,small group. Teachers then monitored the work of individuals no more than

35 percent of the class period. These findings on groupings are consis-

tent with those of other Studies (Rosenshine, 1977; Soar, 1973; Stallings

and Kaskowitz; 1973).

Working with groups. All classes, even remedial ones, haVe students

operating at different levels. Students should be grouped according to

the skills they need to learn. For reading, this should be detendined

through tests that assess the student's decoding, vocabulary, and compre-

hension skills. Often this information is not available in the student

files. Therefore, it is important that the classroom teacher is capable

of administering simple diagnostic tests and locating materials to use

with groups of students. Students with limited vocabularies and/or poor

reading skills have difficulty reading content materials (e.g., science

or social studies). This requires a total-group short lecture with demon-

strations and questions to check understanding, followed by small group

reteaching of concepts, and a drill and practice session. Groups should

so
fp,
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be flexible so that students don't feel stuck in a group. As previously
4.

stated, they are formed to facilitate the learning of specific skills.

The placement of the teacher in relationship to members of the class

is important when orgahizing the class for group work. The teacher

should be aware of what the rest of the class is doing when his or her

attention focused on a particulariroup. Therefore, it is important
,.

for the teacher to beln a wsition where the rest of the class can oe

seen easily, never turning his or her back on the rest of the class. In

this way, not only is the teacher sole to monitor all the students, but

-the students are aware that they can be seen.

The groups'should be -positioned so that they do not distract each
.

other. When the teacher is working with one group, the other group(s)

should be placed so that they are not facing each other.

One teacher had the 18 lower achieving students in the social studies

class sitting in the front of the room. Twelve higher achieving students

sat in the back of the room. The teacher first provided instruction to

the total group, then the 12 higher achieving students were asked to turn

their desks toward the back wall and complete a writing assignment while

the teacher .provided more concept building activities and oral reading to

the lower achieving. students: At the enarof 15 minutes, the lower achiev-

ing students started their seat work. The teacher moved to the other end

of the room and discussed the ideas in the lesson with the higher achiev-

ing group. (Moving the desks took less than a minute.)

1

Rules for Behavior

In the Evertson and Emmer study (1980) the effective managers made clear

the rules for behavior on the first day and integrated the procedures into a
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workable system. They planned/thefirst day for maximum contact and.

control over the students. They began the period explaining the rules

and procedures and thelrialons°for having them. The better managers,
$

..
I

spent considerableime during the first week reminding students of the i$

rules and carrying through with penalties. .Studentt responded 'positively
e

with less misbehavior.

In our studies, effective teachers posted rules for behavior and the

penalties. Some teachers used pojnt systems for good behavior. Students

lost points for bad behavior. In schools where rules were consistent

throughout the school, there was less misbehavior.

Interactive Instruction

One of the most important findings to eme elfrom our studies of

teaching basic skills to secondary students, w s that effective teachers

provided Several activities during one class p riod. Students did not

spent the entire period doing worksheets or silent reading. Effective

teachers distributed this time approximately as shown in Table' 1. Less

effective teachers spent more time organizing and more.time on noninter-
.

active instruction. They tended to jump from instruction to written work.

They omitted checking for understanding and reteaching. Their students

were off-task more often and were absent more often.

Reviewing. As indicated in Table .1, effective teachers spent 60 per-

cent of their time providing' interactive instruction to students. 'Tne

first step is to review previous materials. This might be homework, seat-

work from the day before, or a returned test. Students need feedback on

what was right or wrong. Teachers who have 100;200 students will find

it difficult to grade papers for every student very frequently. It is
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Table 1

Time Allocations

Organize/Managenient Activities (15%)

(E) Take roll
(E) Make announcements
(E) Make expectations clear for the period quality

and quantity of wor=
(E) Clarify any behavior expectations
.(E) Pass papers or books (out and in)

Interactive On- ,''ask AFtivities

(E) R..vilw/discuss previous work
'nform/instruet new concept (demonstrate/
give examples)

(E) Question/check for understanding
(S) sReteack small group (if ntessary)
(5) Read aloud/develop concepts
(E) Summarize

Non-Interactive On-Task\ctivities

(1.) Written work
(.) Silent reading
(1) 'Teacher monitoring/guiding*

E-= Total Class .1.. = Large Group
, So= Small Group I = Individual

e

(35%)

11

important then to provide, some short quizzes that can be quickly graded

and some,aksignments that can be graded by seudeirts. One effective
4

teacher enlisted parents.to grade papers once a month. They were instruc-
t

ted by the teacher ,on how to make corrections. Another teacher asked

parents to grade their own child's homework before it was submitted. In

both cases, the teachers' loads were. lightened and studene, received r3ore

feedback.

1
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Org\anizing information. The next step is for the teacher to provide

some new information or concept. It is crucial that the information is

offered in a way that links it to previous knowledge and that we explain

the purpose of the lesson. Unless we tell students the purpose, they may

miss the wholi intent of the day's lesson. Let me give you an example of

a study Jiihn Bransford did at Vanderbilt. We asked a group of people to

read a passage. Half were. told to read the article at a prospective home

buyer; the other half read the article from the perspective of a burglar,

who was interested in how to break into the house. Then we gave a test.

The home buyers got the items right that dealt with the wiring, plumbing,

. etc. The burglars got the items right that dealt with doors, windows,

docks, etc. You make linkages in your mind in terms pf what you remember,

because the purpose is different No you focus on different things.

I have another example that emphasizes the importance of presenting

the purpqse, When children don't really know the purpose, because tne

teacher hasno.t-tystematically said what it it, their minds don't make

. .

connections. 'Listen to this pasSage and see what your mind makes of it.

Sally first let loose a team of gophers, out the plan backfired
when the dog chased them away. She then threw a party, but the
guests failed to bring their motorcycles.. Furthermore, her
stereo system was not loud enough. Sally spent the next day
lwking for a peeping tom out was unable to find one in the
yep ow pages. Obscene .phone calls gava her some hope until the
roLiber was changed. It was the installation of blinking neon
lights across the street that finally did the trick. Sally
framed the ad from the classified section and now has it
hanging on her wall.

Look how your mind searches through and tries to make connections with

that. I.'s really weird. It doesn't make any sense. Now let me tell you

the purpose. Sally has a terrible neighbor, and she's trying to think of

some way to get this neighbor to Move; Now read it over again. See, what
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your mind adds, once you know the purpose. Now you know where the gophers
0 . ,

are...in the neighbor's. yard. The peeping tom was for the neighbor, and

so were the obscene phone Wis. We Know who changed their number...the

neighbor. ,'The classified ad was the neighbor's house finally for sale:

So you see, once you know the purpose, you add the meaning oetween the \

cracks. And that't a good example of why it's so. important that the

pUrpose be perfectly clear to students so that they can add meaning to

the words that are on the page, because those words often don'tlay the

whole thing.

It is also important to provide a conceptual framework for the new

knowledge. This can be accomplished by contrasts; providing examples of

what the new concept is as well as what it is not. The information needs

to be structured in such a way that it can be stored in the long term
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memory. Obgnitive psychologists have found that when a frameworkor

schema is used to organize information, it is easier to remember. A lot

of what goes on in schooling is helping kids make connections. So when '

we present new information, we should give examples and demonstrate,

categorize and structure, because if Someone is going to learn'it, they

have to put it in a "filing.system." We learned tnat you cam get people

to memorize almost anything--even gobblidygookt But two or three weeks

later, they don't know it. What's important is that during the learning

process we develop understanding, hooks to hang things on, a filing .

system--so when the information comes in, it fits. Some people at Vander-

bilt did an experiment with 30 college. students and 30 third graders.
Ng,

They gave them lists of words such as table, chair, dog, pony, apple,
"lk

pear--about 30 words. that third graders knew--and then they gave them a

85
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period of time to memorize them. Well, of coyrse the college students

memorized most of the. We would do it in different ways, but we would

somehow categorize thdse things. But the third graders didn't have enough

knowledge to dcetheir wn structuring. Then they gave the same groups of

people a list"Of carton characters from Saturday morning cartoons. Now

,whO do you think won? the third graders--they categorized the cnaracters

by program. They had a 13etter knowledge for categorizing--the college

students didn't have that. So that..whole thing of structuring, categoriz-

ing, and develop system for memof is very important.

One way to provide a frame.!ark is to .use a "graphic organizer" like

the one shown in Figure 1 for the concept: "mammal." In Figure

mammals is subordinate to warm blooded verteorates; coordinate to fish,

birds and amphibians; and super-ordinate to bipeds and quadrupeds.

Many secondary students,haVe learned to deal with the "episodic"

(sequential) nature of story information, but have not learned to build

the conceptual networks required by academic content expositorim prose,

e.g., science or sociarstudies). Such graphic organizers lay aid student

learning of such content.

Another technique to aid students' conceptual structuring of new

material is to provide an outline on the board for students to use as they
# II

take notes. Some students may not know how to take notes and may need

direct instruction in how to organize and categorize information. The

overview or introduction (stage 'setting) to theliew topic should reflect

the structure of iconcepts being taught (e.g., only the main hei.dings in

the outlfhe), as should the summary and review of the material.
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Animals

I .

.
I . I

Vertebrates 4
Non-vertebrates

I
., . I . i
Warm-blooded COld-blooded

I
.

I

I $ . I I.

Birds Mammals l'ish ANShiblans

I I

Biped Quadruped

Figure 1

Hierarchy-Concept: Mammals

(SOURCE: Judith Thelen, ,Frostburg State College, Frostburg, Marylat)

Checking for understanding. After the instruction nags been provided,

it is important to see whether.yr.not the students have,learned what is,

expected. A good approach is to ask several of them to exOlain the idea

or concept in their own words. .1 like to use some method that checks with

the whole class. If the lesson has been'Op4imile:faCtual information,.a

drill and practice session may be in order. During this question-and- Jf

answer period, it is important that the teachir call on the students by

name rather than can on volunteers. The reason for this is that the same

students usually volunteer and many students do no participate when the

voluntegr answering system isused. By selecting specific students to

answer each question, the teacher can distribute the questions evenly

across the group and make certain that low-achieving students:ire asked

questions that they are capable of answering. A simple way to examine wno
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interacts with the teacher is to mark' each time the teacher speaks to a

student on the seating chart. (See Appendix 0.)

Reteaching. If some students do not understand the concepts, then a

small group can be formed, and the teacher can reteach the concept using

different examples and illustrations. This is a search for a means to

link what the student already knows with the new information.

Oral reading. Oral reading can be found.to be especially effective

in remedial reading classes.. This activity allows the teacher to diagnose

students' reading abilities and provide auditory input and oral expression

for students. The remedial students need to hear words and say words as

*well as read them and.write them. 4

This activity should not be handled in a rote maoner where students

stumble over word$ and feel uncomfortable.. Oral reading should only occur

after the vocabulary and concepts have.been developed. A passage that can'

be read with reasonable success should be belected for each student. At

the end of a passage of three or four sentences, ask the student about a

key concept or idea, or some particular word or concept. For example,

John has just read a passage from a baseball story. Teacher, "What's a

mound, John?" John answers, "A lump of ground." Teacher, "That's a good

way to say it." Then the teacher proceeds to other students asking each

a vocabulary question or concept'question. "What does 'zip it right in'

Mean, Jose?" Jose, "Throw it." Teacher, "How?" Jose, "Fast."

ReMember, 'a primary purpose of reading aloud is to provide students

with the opportunity for auditory input and oral expression to aid the

4 'integration of skills and concepts. The oral expression activity is also
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an,opportunitY to reinforce what students are expected to learn through .

reading silently and doing mitten assignments.

Summarizing. At the end of the Class period, wha s been learned

. should be summarized. Teachers often have trouble timing a lesson. It is

either too long or too short and students are not occupied for the total

class time or else a summary of the lesson is not provided at the end.

85

In the workshops provided by Stallings and Mailman (1981) each

*teacher was given a profile of how their time ,was spent. Recommendations

. were made for increasing or decreasing certain activities. With discus-

., Von, modeling% and Nowt, teachers did change how they used clays time.

. Figure 2 shows how time is often used and how effective teachers use their

time.

Supportive Environment

A supportive environment is more conducive to learning for most

people, byt.it is especially important to students who have a history of

. failure. When students give incorrect answers, the teacher should use a

positive and sipportive technique to help the student arrive at a correct

response. Teachers should avoid criticizing students or making them feel

"put down." A question can be rephrased or more information provided and

the question asked again. If the student still does not know the answer,

the teacher should make. posit tatement about some part of the stu-

dent's response and move os to another student. Situations that allow
....

students to experience total ilure should be avoided. eased upon our

research findings, a.strong negilOve relationship between reading gain and

v
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A verage Use of Time

Monitoring
50% .

Off Task
12%

Effective Use of Time
u 7

Organizing
12%

Organizing
26%

Active Instruction
12%

AIIM.1.111=

Active Instruction
30%

Figure 2

Allotated Time For A 30-Minute, Reading Period

30

}'o
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negative feedback was.found. 4Thus, we recommended the following basic

10
guidelines:

1. Do not say, "You are wrong." Rather, guide the student to
a correct solution .by rephrasing the .question or.adding
some information.

2. Do not ignore the student and immediately ask another stu-
dent the same question. Ansteadl attempt to lead .the first
student to'the correct answer. Take some part of the answer
and.build.upon it.

3. Do not embarrass the student in any way. It is all right to"
be wrong. The name of the game is support andhrsuccess.

.
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Students also need to receive some low key positive reinforcement for

acceptable responses. .These students need many opportunities to succeed

either on written work or oral responses. In such a positive environment,

students stay on task more, they experience more feelings of accomplish-

ment, and learning becomes a pleasurable experience. When students receive
O.

appropriate external reinforcement for their success, they will develop

their own inner feelings of success and pride. Teachers should provide
P

the atmosphere and opportunities that allow students to experience success.

An.axiom for teachers wheepprganizing their claisroom and executing the

program is that: the prime motivation for learning is success. (See

Appendix D for a list of alternative ways to. say, "Good for

Student Outcomes

The link between students being on task and making more academic

gain has been clearly established. Therefore, it is Important to notice
o

,;

under what classroom conditions students are more likely to stay on

task. Fipdings,in several of our studies indicate chat students are on

task mO'reofteri when teachers provide more interactive instruction,
9

several activities during a class period, and a supportivesenviromment.

91
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When these conditions are more prevalent, students are absent less often

and voice a more "salve attitude toward the instruction in their class-

room. Conversely, students are off-task Fore often in classrooms where

the principal activities are silent reading and/Or.worksheets. Thesttare

non-interactive activities where students spend most of their time wording

alone in reading or writing activities. There is very little oral input

or verbal expression to help them integrate skills. Students* are also

absent more often in Such classrooms. As a Chicago principal, Major

Armstead, said, "Students vote with their feet for good instruction. "

O
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STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING: A SUMMARY

Here is a list of all major teaching strategies currently being used. Use
it to help you develop, analyze and expand your repertoire of teaching
skills and behaviors as you individualize instruction for your students.

4

1. LECTURE - -teac =r 'Nis oral presentation

Advantages

Used for wide dissemination of information
Helps d :lop listening skills

Disadvantages

Tends-to-be a one-way process with student in passive role
Difficult to measure student learning anchor interest

2. DISCUSSION--students and teacher talk together to share information
or solve a problem

Advantages

Students play important, active role
Urges students to organize facts and ask discerning questions

Disadvantages

te Unpredictable and difficult to manage
Ter :her must be expert in group process skills

3. DRILL AND PRACTICE, -often used together. Drill is fixation of

specific associations for automatic recall; and practice = learning
to improve .

Advantages

Students concentrate on one specific learning task
Can generate feeling of success and mastery

Disadvantages

Without supervision, students might practice incorrectly
Can be boring and monotonous

93
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4. IN6EPENDENT STUDY--individual students study topics (either self-
selected or supervised)

Advantapes

Allows studedt to study an area in great depth
Appropriate for all areas of the curriculum

. Disadvantages,

Little social interaction unless planned for
. Requires many independent skills from students

5. GROUP INVESTIGATION--a group of students organized for study (either
part of a large study or independently pursuing their own topic)

Advantages

.Allows students to actively be involved in their .own learning
Conducive to develoRing leadership, discussion and process skills

11,

Disadvantages

Requires -many independent skills7-productivity can break down
when problems in group arise

6. LABORATORY APPROACH--students have "hands on" experience with topic
of study (i.e. fieta trips, maninuiatives, experiments, etc.) -

Advantages

Allows for direct involvement by student
Can be multi-sensory.

Disadvantages
$

Teacher must be quite knowledgeable in field of study
Requires careful, thorough planning
Information is usually.obtained more slowly

7. DISCOVERY--emphasizes individual study, manipulation of objects, and
other experimentation before generalizations are made (inquiry ana-
problem solvta9 are among skills taught)

OA

Advantages

Can strengthen student's self-concept
an be exciting and motivating

94
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Disadvantages

91

Not efficient for teaching large group of students and/or large
amounts of content
Calls for divergent thinking which may be confusing and
frustrating for some students

8. THE LEARNING CENTER--a designated area or space in the classroom (or
rdriool) where stupents go to independently work on tasks (can De .

sxt 11 Tnterestor re Throrc ement cent ersT; many cii ft-trent ,

approaes

Advantages

May be used inwide variety of settings
Allows.students to proceed at their own pace and ability level

Disadvantages

Encourages an activeiiivlironment that may be unsuitable for all
students
Requires much planning 'and systematic record keeping

9. .SIMULATION -- students are asked to pretend to be someone else, for
the .purpose of learning More about how other people feel and act
[includes techniques of role-play-NJ, sociodrana, and simuTation

. dames)

Advantages

Activities.can be fun and motivating
Allows for experimentation that cannot take pjace in the real
environment
Can promote-class unity

'Disadvaqtages,

Can be time consuming
Requires much imaginatton_on the part of the teacher and the
students

O

10. BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION--stimulus-re onse conditionin chant in
behavior b rewardin e n 0 e av or es re an nor n or

ro v e e av or ou w S o scbura

Advantages

Goqd for pinpointing specific behaviors to be changed

95
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Disadvantages
44

Regarded by some as a "aininick" or a means of manipulation
Students may not be able to move from extrinsic to intrinsie
rewards for learning. \s

11. PERFORMANCE -BASED LEARNINd ACTIVITY PACKAGES- ro rammed learnin
means of individuaf student packets or work oo s

Advantages,

Self-pacing:

Di sadvant ages

/
Often viewed as impersonal. and "factory-lined"

es. Skills often serf as an end in themselves with no means for
.applioation

.

12. DO-LOOK-LEARN-teacher-guided, small group instruction

DOTeacher-creates an opportunity that will provide acomon "here
and now" 4xperience (let's write endings to this incomplete story)

LOOKStudents "look" at themselves as they prepare to.dothe task
(review the directions and process for completing task) "

:A

LEARNStudents practice (guided and independent); teacher monitors
and adjusts.

Advantages

o Can be used for wide variety of gage levels
Can be used f)r all disciplines of curriculum

Disadvantages

Students can become teacher-dependent
The other studentS in class must have skills for independence

This information was taken from Current Str to ies for Teachers, oy
Gilstrao and Martin, Goodyear Puosng mpanyi na nc, CA.
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I . A COMPREHENSIVE LOW ATEFFORTS yo IMPROVESCHOOLS

For'more than a hundred years, people responsible for the schooling of Our nation's ch0dren ka4 been trying to bnerove

education. For nearly twenty years I since the passage of the Elementary and ,Secondary Education Act the federal

goveniment has inoisted millions of dollars helping local educators develop and implement new practices In claisrooin.

Over the yen* as the number of sucoessful,new practices increased, the federal strategy moved away from funding sore

development and toward transferring what was already known to work tonew settings, In the late 1971h, disserninatio.: as a

strategy for helping sting people take advantage of prows innovations came into its own.,

In 19111.1he Study of Dissemination Efforts Supporting *hook Improversumt was launched to none such question an

Do "home-grown" innovations *Mei. different out-
comes from these *rotted from outride?

Does placing admhibtradon, funding. and assistance at

'the Ode level effort impnwement ontonnes?

How do strategies relying on person-toperson ordnance
differ from those used by commirekd publisher?

e! Has the federal investment in tottering innegteat prnI4

off for lotarechools? .

. .

What conditions and ircdvities favor success in school

impr ovement efforts. Cud what stands in the way?

What configurations of riasistence to schools have What

kinds of. results?

To answer these and other important ,cpies' dints, the Educadon Department's Office' Of Planning and Evaluation.

awarded a multiyear contract to The TWORK, Inc., Andover. Massachusetts. The NETWORK assensbled it unique

oombinatiOn of individuals and organizations with expertise in school improvement research and, advised by a national

expert panel, implemented a muldnaged design.. Investigadons 'extended from program offices in Washington. DC to

classrooms in 146 school districts across the U.S. lie effort resulted . .

1

a map of the va strategies being used by federal and

state local schools to use new prac-

tices, including
profiles of CS federal dissemination. or dissemination%

related programs and activities;

ipdepth analysis of the history and underlying assump-

tions of 15 of these programs; and

. * an examination of 10 states' slims to support lora) im-

plementation.

1

a picture of what is happening in schools where new
practicis ***ported by government finds were in:-
*plentented. hiclud!ng

4 .

composite pOrtraits Of classrooms and schools .in 146

districts where new polices were supported by4 widely
different federi strategies;

case studies of school hoptovement efforts in 12 districts.-

* deieloped through Reid work over the course of a sphoo1

yew; and I

an in-depth bolt a he characteristics and effects of
.

assistanoitrunt spumes both outside and inside kical A-

dage

The overall results A new understanding of 'the dpnamics of Implementation* and

of the activities, conditions, and strategies that lead to successful change. in schools.

J
0

This highly-detailed examination Of the multi-faceted world of educational change

and improvement will be useful to reiearcherspolicy-makers, and practitioners alike.

4
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People, Poliquiii. sad. Pracekes: ET;ansining .the Chain. otfehool Improvankag, Volumes

avid P. Crandall and .Aseeelates, The NETWORK, Inc., 1982 Prk for total Set' 15PM0
. ,

. .

VOLUMES IN THE REPOIIT SERIES
N 6

Volume I: Setting ills sage fora Study, I *hootImprove-

"WIZ Susan F. Larks, Joyce EUyn Bradlee,. David P.

Crandall. William 11. Schmidt, and Jeffrey T. Eiseman

In this valuate, the otudy Is set within a"fraineworli of

federal school improvement policies and :tinges of these

policies. The objUitives. dolga, and mean* method-

°logien used in the study are described. 170 page's $18.06
t .

Volume 11:.Portroita of theehonsea, the Rayon; and the
--Context4 Susan F. Lou*, Pat I., Cow Matthew.. B.

Mils". !id A. Michael Buleinnan . .'--
, ;,,

This volume describes what was found in the 146 school

districts. that comprised our local site sample.
,;. Chszacterisdce of the pee*. the innovadonif. and the set-

tings are reported. as are the contramtions of_ external

ashcans and the =times accrued from *annum in

r..
school is proteinents- ISO pages. $11.00 ....

.
4. 1

Volw&e III: Models o/ Change, Joyce Ellyn Bantkner.

Jeffrey W. Duman. Pat I.. Cox, and William B. Schmidt .

. Causal 'models of the school itnprovetbent proems, intro-
. . ..

duced in this volume. were used to help determine which

factor; Winked emcee. The findings are. reported for

several outman. at the organisational lethal, and hslivid-

nal headier) level. as well as fee external sublime' activity.

The meanings of the findings for individuals in different

roles are discussed. 100 pages $15.00.

P

1.

Volume IV: Innovation lip Claes A ReidStudy in Twelve

School Settings, A. Michael !Silberman, Matthew B.

Miles. with Beverly Ly TeylOr. and 'Ann Goldbergo:

The Andy's field component examined the dynamics of

twelve districts imbed in'improvernent efforts supported

by the National Diffusion Num& or ESEA Tide 1V-C

Development Grants. This volume provides an We,*
picture bf the inadvations, behavters and uplindone of
school people as new practices were and

maintained. 482 pages $25.00

Volume V: Disentinotien for School I An

o
Analysis° of Nine Federal Editeatitin Programa. Glenn

Shiva and Jeffrey W. Eiseman

Nine widely different federal education programs won-
cored by the, then US Office of Education were profiled

through analysis- of deruments and interviews of people

associated with theft diseeminatioi efforts. This vohuite ex-

amines the assuibpdtme underlying the premiss and hciiv.

these shaped each program's dieseininadon strategy. Thirty

recommendations for restructuring and redhecting federal

school improvement efforts are presented. $0 pages $15.00

02
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Volume VI: Diatenination, at the National institute of
EducatiOn: 4ateeding Ideas about Renee* Practice

. and the federal Role. Charles L. Thompson o .
. .

.

This volume focuses. on sii.diesemination protium sup-
ported by. the NIE. It tells the story of their emergenc4,'
implementation, and to the dews pomible results,
and it dbiliass haplications for the federal tole In school
improvement. 43 peg" FA.00

Volume VII: The Configuration of Federal and &ate Dis-
SOlninationActivities; Pat'L. Cox and.Cisaties L. Thompson

This yawnm is a eoinparadve e;nielysis of federal-state refer
donships for'disseniination andichool Improvement-in the
ten sample states of the study. It omnibus the impact of

federal inidativeiand o*er critical influences on the roles.
and operations of state education .iigencies. 125
Pages PLOD

a . .

Volume VIII: The Infrastructinvi of innovation: The Case
of the National Dion Network. James A. Taylor

This YAM =endues the communkadon and rewards
*tractive of one federal programs -0- the National Diffusion
Network. It examines the NDN as a political delivery
system which has evolved into a grass-roots effort with
greedy reduced dependence upoq federal hiders to; direr
don'and oontrol. Network anslysis based on a census of all
members and adjuncts of the NDN, provides interesting in-
sights into a unique federal program. 60 pages $15.00

Volume IX: impEcations fol. Action, A. Michael Huber-
man and David P. Crandall

'.4

Alt

0.

After sum:fie:rising the background, specific objectives, and
design of the study, as well as the data collection strategies.
this volume integrates activities and Snapp from all of the
study components. It then discusses hnplioations for policy
and action for all levels of the adumaional expertise.,
128 piges 71120.00

Volume X: Eseaitioe Summary, David P. Crandall and
Susan F. Loucks

This volume distills all avec* of the Study 'of Dissemine-
don Efforts Supporting School Improvement as described
in the preceding nine volumes, for a general audience. It
also inch*, an annotated bibliography of the report series
and related *Say documents. 25 pages $12.00
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Game Plan Components
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\

4 0 i

A Game Plan COmponent (GPC) is a manageable-part of the game illin. The coati .

nation of several strategies and tactics with a similar focus comprise a game

plarecomonent4 "

. ...

.

,p,
,

,

1 .----. I-
,

GPC,1. Developing Supoiti6 Organizational Arranjements

Actions taken to develop policies. plan,'manage, staff, fund, restructure roles,

II .the innovation.--
end provide.spaces matertals,'and resources.to.establish and maintain use of

-.

,

\

Examples of irelated-itrategits/tactics:

1 proviioning..providing space, equipment, resource materials, etc

2 hiring new staff

3 seeking/raFeiving funding
.

GPC 'Training

*Actions takin to develop posiiiv attitudes, knowledge and skills in relati n

formale.structured, and/or pre-planned act vities._

/ .
toys, of the innovation throng

pa*** of related strategies/tactics:.

1) workshops
2) modeling usp of the innovation *

.3) critique sessions with users around a pre-specified task

6PC 3 Providing Consultation and Reinforcement .

*

Actions taken to encourage use and to assist individuals in solving problems

related to the implementation of the innovation. Often, these actions arp

idiosyncratic, problem-specific,
and targeted at an individual or small ghouP

of individuals.

Examples- of related strategies/tactics:

1 "comfort and caring" sessions

2 administrator advocacy and support for use of the innovation

3 lorctlom-solving group

....

4 peer support group

Hord, S. ML I Loucks, S. t.* A concerns-based mo for the delivery of

. inservice. Austin: 'Research and Development enter for Teacher

Education, The University of Texas, 1980.
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GPC 4 leiileinalt10.0.11gUal

Actions taken to Bothorotnahlt. or report data about theimplementatio and

outcomes of a cha;Ivr:rfart. 2 .

Examples of.related strategies/tactics:

.1 end-of-oworkshop questionnaire .

2 pre-post *analysis of learnersoutcomes-

3 'periodic essessment of concerns use of configuration

4 administrators'' conferences with teachers to assess how the

projeit is.going.

GPC G, darnel Communication

Actions taken to inform and/or in the support of individuals or groups

external to thuusers.

Examples of relaticstrategies/t ctics:

\\
.

1.1

1

2)

public relations campaig

training parents/communi y.members

3) presents ion at conferen es

4) reports o the Board of ucation
.e 11

GPC 6 issemination.

Actions taken to br adcast.innovation information and materials to encourage

others to adopt, the nnovation. .

1

Examples of related strategies/tactic,:
.

!

1) regular mailing of descriptive biochures to Potential adopters

2) making charge free demonstration kits'available
l

'
e

1) training and providing region/0 innovation representatives

4) presenting the innovation at administrator, conferences
.

Hord, S. M. I Loucks, S. F. A concerns-bdsed.model for the delivery of

inservice. Austin: Research and Development Center for Teacher

Education,", lhe University of Texas, 1980.\
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Change facilitating styles of principals mike.a difference.

Initiators have clear, decisive longorangepolicies and goals that

irirnTaiir but include
imPlementation.of the current innovation. They .

. tend' j.o have very
strong, beliefs about what good schools and teaching .

should be like-ed work intensely toattain this vision. recisions ate

made in relation to their goals for the school and in tent of ,what they

believe to be best for students, 'which is based on current knowledge of

- classfoomipractice.
Initiators have strong expectations for students. .

teachers and themselves.

through frequent contacts with

school is to operate and how teed

in.-the best interest of their schoo

Initiators will seek changes in ditr

01\1 reinterpret *them to suit the needs

be adamant but not unkind, they solicit

decisions are de in terms of the goals

ruffled by their direcitness and high expectati4st

convey and monitor these expectations

achers and clear .explitstion. of how the

rs ire to teeth. :When. they feel it is*

particularly the students, .

t programs 'or policies or 'hey,

f the Wool. Initiators wil

ut from staff and then

ihe school, even.if same a

Maria ers represent a broader range of be4viors.. They, demonstrate by

respons ve behaviors in answer.to situations or people and they also

initiate actions in sup0Ort of the change effort.- The variationsin

their behavior seem to be 'linked to their rapport.with teachers and

central office staff as well as how Well they understand and buy into a

particular change effort. Managers work without'fanfare:to provide bafic

support to facilitate teachers' use 'of an innovation. Tilley keep

teachers informed about decisions and are sensitive to teacher.needs.

They will defend their teachers from what are perceived as excessive

i demands. When they learn that the central offite wants somethingo

'happen in their school they then be me. very involved with their teachers

in making it happen. Yet, they .do t typically initiate attempts to

move beyond the basics of what is i

h, 4;

Res onders place heavy emphasis on all

opportun ty to take the lead. They believe their rimary role is to

maintain a smooth running school by for ing on tr itional

administrative tasks, keeping teachers tent and treating students

welt. They view teachers es strong prof* sionals who are able to carry

out their instructio al role with little uidance. Responders emphasise

the personal side o their relationships w th teachers and others.

Before they make ecisions they often give everyone an opportunity sto

have input so as to weigh their !feelings or to allow others to make the

decision. A related characteristic is the tendency toward, making

decisions in teats of immediate circumstances rather than in terms of

14mger range instructional or school goals. This seems to be' due insert

to their desire to please others and in part to their more limited vision

of how .their schoOl and staff should change in the future. . s

ing teachers and others the

.1

Hall, G. E., Rutherford, W. L.,

principal styles on school
41(5), 22-29.

VII

Hord, S.*M & Ruling, L. L. Effects of three

improvement. Educational Leadership, 1984,
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The Second Change Facilitator is s significant person inschool

Figu*re A.

Findings Related 'to the Roles of Facilitators

in -40001 IRrovementI
4

.

% ..

.Tit Sec nd CF' role may be filled by a variety of persons: an assistant
.

.

Ofinc pal, an. appointed teacher from 'within the school, district level.

sOecialists e0AOrriculum coordinators.
. .1

There is a division Of change facilitating tasks between the Princi' al

atiO the 'fond CF: Principals provide planning, guidance, re n orcement,,;,

and sups" s on irected to the indiyidual teachers and-teacher groups,

while the Second F does more 'training and problem solving work .with

individual :sac ors.
.

Seco "d CFs' interventions on teachers are generally more Complex, or

ViiiWrilutiple actions. Ttiis is reflected in training activities and

frequent consultation with individual teachers about their progress.

The Second CF is more frequenttrinteractive whereas .the principal's

'interventions are more frequently gail40..

The Princi al's change facilitator style has a Systematic relationship to

the econ s role In a complementarY way:

*Manager led schools stowed hplf the number 0 interventions by the

Secono CF as. the Principal (lianagers try to do It all themselves).

*Responder led schottls.showed the Second CF dtg mote.than the

Principal (Responders allow others to do it).

Initiator led schools showed the Second,CF doing approximately the

same rurCer of interventions as the Principal (Initiators delegate

and stars resporsibility for tasks).

PrinCiNsls change ficilitator style influencedthe
location of vie

Seconds r:

'Initiators and Managers organized and utilized their own staff, or

district staff available to them, to work within the school to

facilitate implementation.

'Responders often waited for 'Somme in the central office to initiate

and keep the change effort going, thus the Second CF would likely be

based outside the school..

#
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*Reproduced by permission
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER IN- PLANNING TO MAP YOUR RRICULUM

Basic Decisions in Curriculum Mopping

4

What-areas of the curriculum will be mapped?
How hays you determines that thesi are the proper areas?

-Test scores
Opinion,/obserViltiOn

-Survey
-Other ..

Level of Specificity of Maypine

Hal much detail will be Included In mapping?
What arlithe.majcir tinsideratiOns Involved in selecting**e level of detail?.\

4.6
,

data/match to mopping data: "Test
'Existing curriculum guides level of detail-

,. -length savaged of teacher regent* .

-Mandates
-Local decisions
'capabilitY. Of data collation being automated

./

$

3. How Often Will iviaPpla. Occur? .

O

.

How often will the mopping data be recorded?
How often will mapping data be collated?
,How will mapping 'Iota be repoited,In o time sequence Noy, weekly, monthly, semesterly,

yearly ?j

4. How Will Mapping Data Be Collated?

Who will gather the data? .
How will the data be transferred to collation sheets?
What it the relatioliship between manual/automation data collation?
What statistical analyses will be utilized in collation?
How willthe collatiqn analyses be repotted?
Willa spacial computer software program hove to be developed? If so, who will develop
it? How will it be tested?

5. How Will Mapping Data Be Reported/Interreted?

What kinds of interpretation will be provided?
What ore the major questions which must be answered with mapping data? .

What are the boundaries of decision -making with Mapping data?

What will be done with mapping data?

Page 2.
t
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QUESTIONS 'TO CONSIDER IN PLANNING TO MAP YOUR CURRICULUM (Continued) '

1-
911

I

f What ore tbeAidietpated Benefits of Map" En ?

'What are the realeranticipated beneflh of mapping? To whom will the benefits accrue?

In what ways a :Werth and teachers expected to benefit fi=t mapping?
.01

In what ways wi the system benefit!.

7.- What lief 'Must 6e Cinddered Prior to I ?

.

What previous e ta'has the doff had to mopping? * # .,

. How *avid you, ss the climate of sehooroperations at the present time?

What steps must taken to insure a succeisful experience with ing?

What ore the anti ipated barriers to undertaking moiling? Now wil they be MAIO and . ..

resolyettprior to the mopping toriperielsee? . Who will do this? \. , ..,....,

Whatprocedurei and/Orvipillelss must be adapted by 414 Board or edrnini ion to ensure a

positive staff..response towards the idea of mapping? How. will this be done Who will do. it?

Na'''s

II, What Kinds of FON Aetivitie end Are Antic! d After Mo in

What is cinticipated.as the molar types of followup activities after mapping has occurred? .

How will rropping evaluated? How will it be known if mapping was a success 0.'0 failure

How will mapping be utilized to improve pupil achievement?

How will mopping to be employed to improve the process of curriculum development?

How would one k w if more Mapping were necessary after an initial: experience with it?'

What are the err la by which you would know when to change the .mapping experience?

9. What are the Malor. Costs &retold to Accompany a Mapping Effort?

Training/time and staff/eonsultants
Development of computer program
Development of mapping formats

Data collaticin (manual and automated)
Development of final report/recommendations
Changes in curriculum guides .

Changes in the testing program
Changes in the evaluation system

Teacher and administrative time throughoutth process

Other 'S

10. Anticipated Sources of Funds to iterwr Mapping Costs

Local
State
Federal
Private foundations, solicitations
Other

15
Page
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CURRICULUM MAPPING FORMAT

School:
Gnscle(s)/Subiect:

. .

I Curriculum Review Re rt

District: Tealher's Name;
app n6 rod:

01.

.
.

. .

Instructions: Record each day the total minutes spent in each .curricular oreoand non-curricular areas.

mi7=ft totals in minutes by week for each line. Total vertically by day for curriculaf area (line 17)

and,non-Curricular each day (line 28). Compute total time per week (line 29). Do not count any

activ iw retwice (In mere than .one category).; Total instrustional time per day cannot exceed 205 for

kir4ilgarten, 65 for grades 1.2, 275 for grade 3, or 310 for jades 4-6. For total maximum time,

add ran - instructional time for your school.

Curriculum A i Skill ub ect

Time Distribution (in minutes)
MAY. . Weekly

. 24 25 26 27 28 Total

.1. Reading (fond reading instruction, follow-up)'
'Spoiling

lit iu A

f. .
..

1

.

I. Osai Timpoie . . .

4. Written Language .

.

6 Andwrifing qormalinstructIon, drill only)
.

A .I. 10,1*41114

...........i
±' 4 glatiumatics (formal iristsuclionf torovev)

I.. .

7. Science. Lomat instructfon) ,z.....
8. Wealth E cation (formal instruction)
V Ait r at. instruthion end follow 1 .

A Ali Al' - .

1 Music {formal Inshvaton listed-nil
IP' 1111 -41 1 4

1 PhysicaTraucation (rnsiniction ploy . .tbus
12 Social Studies (history,

titw.13 Comer Education (non upl cat ye t me)
- . - ,

14 Multicultural Education (formal Instruction)
I

-
15. .

, . .

16.
A sill, Al

17. tai Minutes on All Curricular. Areas (lines 1416)
, ... ..

He nce .

19. i Assembl ies
.

,
.

20.T. Classroom Discipline
.

MI

"Me

A AI
1

4

III
-

21 4 Testing .

224 Collection., -Drives ,
. .

/' 1 I

23.g. Announcements . ..
.

. .
.

24.y Itece...
.

25.1 urt." .

26.4 other (Specify) . . . . i

27., Total Time on Non-curricular 8.-26)
t

.

-
-

..

28. Total- fine Minutes - .r Da +
. *

... eta me t "ee
.
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SAMPLE: SECOkDARY SCHOOL MAPeiNG FORMAT

Type: Checklist by Course

1

0

`feacher's.Name:
School:

4111111116

Enter class periods or
portions thereof, i.e.,
.25 - .50 - .75,.1.00-
1.25 -etc. .-

. Glide: . No. of Students:
7 COUneilMnhys. Wanes

Ise p ne , . .
4 , ,

Cferfcal/Announiements .i a. 1 a
resting ./.;:. ,

Eauipment,iet-up time (within eta period),
._ a ,

. '*iik ..

Other Ae+ivities cAssIrlree, II trips, etc., .
r. ..

STRANDS/08.1ECTkS

'1, , . Follow. data collection prOcedures. .
. _.

. . ,, . .

.1. Use reverence material to. in informed on. -. . . .

. , ,

egstruct ne Imp ram tf.
4. Identify qualitateve relationth!ps between variables. ..

...
. it

-interpret value, )rem a, giliph. .. ._ , ,

0. .14ent15, A. prollem in an Investigation. .

.

7. Icrent15 common laboratory eqylpmeht. ,
r

8.
.

Perform mathematical. rations wig% decimals. .
.

1 1

convert C INI Uese .
.

t.

O. Make observations of phenomena. . .
yr A

11. Propose conclusions based on iota.
,

r

.
)2. Identify sources olerror in eiverimehts.

a 4
a-

'13. bete ne Ass: Wirt§ balance..
I

14. Measure metric dimensions of solid *bleats.
, ..

15.. A I formula VatLxWx11 to soficia eats. . ..

.. ,

It storm ne qu vo umes jra not c er. . . .

.

17 beterm ne liquid volumes by displacement.
,

18. Determine clensitY orregularly Aopedebotcts.
.

41

196 Determine density otimsgulady shaped _reds.

/O. Classify substances 6y density.
, . -

21. Measure temperature. using Celsius thermometer.
A I 4/A

32. Measure Oierrnal expansion of solids, gases.
4

117
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TYPICAL TWO DIMENSIONAL CURRICULUM MAPPING TABLE

Concepts Prescribed in the
Curriculum Guide .

.

Theedore Roosevelt Mph ScheaVAnolYsh
of-1T.3. History Gad ornment
toclal Unites

Periods Redorted nt
cepts

Teacher Teacher Teacher TeaCher Teacher

1. Federalism
2. Elastic clause
3.. *oration of powers

.5

.5
1

4. Checks and balances 1

5. . Judicial review 1

.6. Democracy 3

.7. Republicanism 1

8. Capitalism. 1

9. Socialism 1

10. Communism .5
11. Fascism o
12. Imperial ism .5
13. Self-determination 0
14. Isolatkinism 0

15. Bureaucracy .5
16. Nationalism . 3

17. Sectionalism 2

18. Manifest. Destiny 1

19. Ethnocentrism 2

20. Assimilation 1

21. Industrialization .5
22. Revolution 0

23. 'Alienation 0
24. *Citizenship 2

25. Compromise 1

26, Gerrymander 0

27. Ethnic and minority groups 6

28. Women's Rights 1

29*. Other concepts (racism, sexism,
preiudice, antisemitism, etc.)

7

% of topics taught

Page 6.)

83%

.1

1

2
1

0
0.
0.
0
0
0
0

1~
1

2
2 .

1

3
1

10
0

..0
0
o
2

1

1

1

1

1

'2
1

1

0
0

.0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0. 0
1 2 10

1 3 . 5
1 4 2
0 3 .6
0 5 0
0 10 2
.0 4 0
0 4 0

.5 7 1

2 , 5 5
0 1 0
2 6 10.
1

4

4 0 ..

1 15 5

'49% 80% 63%

118

2
1

1

1

3

2
2
2
0
0
0. 0
0 .10

0 4)t: .4.10 (1:1
0 3.20:1
2 2.60
1 1.80
0 1..10
0 1.20
3 . 3.10
6 2.00
6 2.00
5 :3.10
2 3.00
2 .60
0 4.80
0 1.20
0 5.60

ATSTerge

A.
I

.90
4* .80

1.20 .

1.20
1.20

. 2.20
1.00
2.80

.20

.10

56%.
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AN EXAMPLE OF SEOUENTIAL MAPPING' DATA

Teacher: Jeffrey Jones
Fifth Grade
Language Arts

C o m m a

Apostrophe
n'.

Begin sentence

I kgin.direct quote.
Proper nouns

4 0 . P r o p e r adjectives

' Title'
IThe word $1"

.
Spel I ing
Poetry
Outlining

Total

..
.1 ...-

..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 '
Week Week Week Week Week Week Week 'Week Week Week Total

2 0 5 0 5

0 0 0 .. 0
0 0 0 0

0 10 10 .. 30
0 . 0 15 0
0 10 0 0.
0 0 0 0
5 0 0 . 0

0. 0 . 0 0
135 150 135 ' 70

0 15 0 . 0.
0 0 0 25

160 190 160 v. 130

I
-0
0

4 5
0

21 ,.

0
0'
0

0 0

0 0
25 25

5 0
15 0
20 0

) .. 0 0
0 0

0 0 5 . . 40

15 15 5 .35 ..
0 0 0 50 ..

0 0 0. 60
5 0 0 35
8 12 0 71

0 0. .. 0 0.
0 0 0 5.

0. 0 0 0
1 135 150 80 80 140 1175

0 1 0 0 s 0 5 ..
15 0 0 : . 0 0 0 50

171* 200 180 108 107 .150 1556

1
Ten Witeks Areas of Greatest Stress

.

Spelling a 76%

I Proper nouns = 5%
Beginning sentence = 4% .

°
. . .

1
0.

Largest Time Spent by Week in Language Arts

Week 6 = 200 minutes
Week 2 = 190 minutes
Week 7 = 180 minutes

119
I
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SEQUENTIAL DATA WITHIN. SCHOOL BY GRADE LOEVONE YEAR

V Topic/Area : 'Kindergarten Pr*

Science
Farragut School

rgaOntsms 0 45022-
01- Mat*lay Objects 983 343

03- interaction systems 0 '.10
04- Life cycles 0 ' .0 :
05- . Systems.varlabl 0 0

*06- Populations I . 0 0
07igf Rel. position/ tion 0 0
08- Erwiromnents 0 0
09- Energy sources 0 0
010- Communities 1 0 . 0
011- Models, elct. map. * 0 0 .
012- Ecosystems , . 0 0
013- Nature udy 0 0

- 983 498

.

Greatest Amount of Time Spent
In Six Sears of Science at
Farragut

1. Kindergarten (34%)
2. Second Grade (23%)
3. *Third Grade (14%)
4, First Grade (14%)
5. FifthGrade (11%)
6. Fourth Grade* (4%)

To* ics Which Received Greatest
Emphasis Tn Science in Six Years

1. Material objectives (57%)
2. Interaction systems (19%)
3. Energy cources (7%)
4. .Nature. study1(7%)
5. Relative posrtion/motion (590
6. 'Systems/variable:(2%)
7. Organifms (2%)
8, Environents (.007%)
9. ''Ecosystems (.005%)

Number of
Mrs

Page 8.

1

2
5
3
4

)
I

4 ^

Second lidrel Fourth* Fifth Total It al

315- 0
0' 0

103
.0 ''0
0 53
0
0

vi

0 . 0
0
0 o
o 0.

15

1.98

675 407

120

a

0

o
0
0
0

105

0
0
o
0
0

105

Topics Not Taught
In Six Years

1. Lifs cycles
2. Populations
3. Communities
4. °Models, electricity, magnets

0 1641

0 .45.
68 341
0 0

53
0 . 0

15 158
23

0 23
205 205
"0 0

0 0
15

0 198

311 '2879
1.)

A



SEQUENTIAL DATA WITHIN A SCHOOL DISTRICT

Topic/m..0 Kindergarten

',..Utence
418

.obleets
02- Organisms, 18

03- Inferactio
& Systems

04- . Life Cycle
05- Systems &

Variables
06- Populations
07- Relative,

position/
motion,

08- Environments
. 09- Energy SOurces
010- Communities
011- Models,

. Electricity,
Magnets

012- Ecosystems
01 J Nature 72

Study

O

Total

-First

.602

29

57.

91

508 1071

Greatest Amount of Number of
Time Spent in Six Topic: ought
Years in the,District

1; Fifth Grade (23%) 10

2. . First Grade (20%) -5

3. Fourth Grade (17%) 8
4. Second Grade (16%) 9

5. Third Grade (15%) 8

6. Kindergarten (9%) 3

A

Second Third Fourth fifth.... -Total

55

0

12 . 1092

287

413 12 567

229 41- 347

53 , 304 \ 25 20 402

42. 340 / 6 88
'1' 7 ,/ 59k 65* 669/
2 98 88 4193

2 176 566 744
1;

36 345 381

12 ,12

sv

5 5
.o

56 8S 1.1 77 392
f ti%

853 956 1258 5479 .

Topics Taught Topics Which Received-Greatest

For Less Than time stress in *.Science in Six Years

Sixty Minutes,

1. Models, magnets 1. Material obi eciives (20*

2. Ecosystems 2* Energy sources (14%)
3. Relative, position, emotion (12%)

4. interaction tik'systems (10%)

5. Systems & variables (7%).

6. Nature study (7%)
7. Populations (7%)
8. Communities (7%)
9. Life cycles (6%)
10.

A

Organisms (5%)
11. Environments (4%)

121

4

A
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR .111E, DEVELOPMENT OF -A COMPUTER PROGRAM

TO .COLLATE MAPPING DATA

The map should be'collateil by:

so, district (overall'overoge time spent and dant:kin' deviation by variable or range ,

"1"-:---L.L by.vOriable (objective) -' * . A N'.4 :4''''

. . . .
4 4,4&...

sera, By area (overall average time spent and standard deviation by variable

or range by variable ( objective) 1 .v

....

. Time Js expressed In periods.of fractional parts thereof.

C.,

..

What the program should do la . .

for each variable (objective) compute an average of all teachers' time spent

for tRe disttict and then for each of the schools by area (such as

social studies, music, art, physical education, etc.)

e print out a list of average time spent by variable from highest to lowest by

;. district and by school and by area.

compute the percentage of the required curriculum actually taught and not

-.taught (this is calculation ofthe 'numb'', Of variables for which zeros have

'been recojded at the end of the mapping period by school and by the district)

. as a fractional part of the total curriculum for each area. .

Ideally-, after each variable by class vs" should know how much time (On the average) was

spent by district and school and then_ some idea of the range of Variance such as the east

amount of time and the greatest amount of tine. This information is 4orried in the standard

deviation but if this is not possible to compute the range is satisfactory.

The above calculdtlons should also be possible for the "unique curriculum" as well.

4

-Also the general categories listed on the mapping sheet which capture "discipline, substitute?

etc:should employ the some set of computations by subject area, school, and by the district.

Page 1 9.
122
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.

District Oblective District. D strict District SCHOOLS
16;k- Airtrirk F

X, SD,R (for each school)

Note: What this dots shoes above Is by eblottive (or variable) the average or mean time
for the district, the standard deviation or ronge:of the rank (highest to lowest

- average time :OW the set of ob(ectives or variables) and then the some data by
school. In this way o satool's mean, standard deviation and rank with variables
could red to the districrs.and to other schools.

Follow the some procedure for the unique curriculum.

Sample: Seventh Grade Social StudieyUnique Curricukon

Same set up

The rank could be followed by the actual mean by school such as:

Junior high school name

Variable SS -1 3rd (12.3)

This would mean that on variable SS 1 within this specific iunior high school
this was the third ranking variable by average time spent which was 12.3
periods for the year.

Then the social studies department could compare how this variable was ranked
by the other schools and to the district as a whole.

The percentage of the curriculum taught/ t taught is a matter of simply converting all numbers
(whether a fractional part of a period to th total possible) to a one or X and then computing the
percentage taught irrespective of time to not taught.° This is called THE SCOPE OF
THE CURRICULUM TAUGHT. For example if there were twenty variables in the social studios
deportment and 10 were not taught at the end of the year, the data would show the 50% of the
curriculum was not taught and then go on to say that of the 50% of the curriculum that was
taught this was where the time was spent on the average.

.123
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**, A LIST OF SCHOOL .SYSTEMS WHICH HAVE UTILIZED CURRICULUM MAPPING

School District and
Administrator le9onsible

Lon ,roach Public Schools
est Court

Long Branch, New Jersey £7740

Aft: Superintendentof Schools

'----Worti4naton City Schools
752 Hight Street .

Worthington, Ohio 43085
Att: Dr. Edward R.,Lakey

. Weriritendent of Schools

Fresno Unified School District
_ asSISTTRW--"mont

Frain, California 93726
its Dr. Robert g: Case

Asdstant Adminisftator
Curriculum Development

School District No. 12,, Adams County

.'Northglenn, Colorado
1128fliighline Drive
Northglenn, Colorado 80233

-Att: Mr. Alex Reuter
Alistant Superintendent for
Curriculum and Instruction

Poet of the Curriculum Mapped

Grades K4 in all elementary 'glycols (7) in the district.

from Septiather, 1980 through June, 1981. Data compiled

by. computer program. .

ry

Mipping occurred during the 1979-80 school-year at
Worthington High School, grades 9.42, with a student

population of approximately 2,262, anti! 195 classes
were" mapped one or two semesters in all areas except

driver education, special education, summer school and

the Alternative High School.

A. two week mapping project was initiated at the

. 'elementary level in all subjects, and secondary school

Science, was mapped as well *during the 1981-82 .school .t
. .

Mr*

4

All areas of the junior high school curriculum were .

mopped in the 1981 -82 schOol year. The project involved
about 105 courses in six junior high schools serving
approximately 4,000 students in grades 9-12. Data

was compiled by computer program on weekly sheets

filed by 146 junior high school teachers.

4

1.24
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TOPIC

UNIT

TOPIC
OR
UNIT

TOPIC
OR

UNIT

1.

CURRICULUM NAPPING

Pleassellille ilemestary Scheel

Ars. Priscilla Alden
teacher

Fifth
grade

sartgl Studies

THE CONTEXT/COVENT VE MB CLASSROON/U.S. HISTORY
.

.........

we bestn our socket *Wise melt with the early. explorers sod col:misers

of the OW World.. Chief mesh these were the Portuguese eiplorershias,.

Cabral sad Vasco di Gams. Later we study Columbus and the aguish
explorers Niches Vasco Balboa, legalise Cortex, Pasant, de Soto end

Coronado.. toter we enemies the impact and development of Jamestown and

.Plymouth Say. Some attention is given to the. Massachusetts Bay, Colony.

TIME!
A
1

CONCEPTS

. .
.

-*

......

ATTITUDES

-To arrive it &maw
teal understaediegof
the forces which
created the teed for
esploratiei sad cleat.
watise of the New World
Understandierthe vest
diversity of the

colonists

,

11e able tiecits by
heart "The Courtship of
Hiles Standieb" by
H. V. Longfellow
Identitrissjoulleited
Statesandforms akd
regions
Dovelsp "tastily tree"

y recreating the first
Thaaksgiiing in 1921 to
cars to respect the
'cause of human (swede,
-Awareness that cultural
patterns are altered to
fit s new environment

.
,

TOTAL
TIME,
s

.

TIME , .10.
.

TINE :40
. . .

1 TIME .50 1

. .

/
little with maps in the fifth grade. Children really get intofil:!= i

this heavily in the month grads away. We do one tandems map exercise

in the text. .

TIME
A
.30

CONCEPTS SELLS . ATTITUDES

TIME
80 ode:stead the Mete

Ian:lima othe lleited
States latch es location

of plains, hills,
mountains, etc.

........--..

-Se able to trace from
the.tert and represent
the major Indiums en
a sap which is provided
by the teacher}, i.

..p.....
-TO appreciate the basic
landform structure of
the United States

.

.

TIME .05 2110 . ..20 TIME .its

r I

.30
IIMgIl
TIME
A
.70

CONTEMPORARTUIS. Mel

41.
.

.

requires the students case studies of at

municipal reform: Char s Team in Chicago
tie also study p lie ownership of

0

by study of 165. City Lifer
least two major figures is
and Tom L. Mama of Cleveland.
utilities.

CONCEPTS SKILLS ATTITUDES'

_ .

-Cleanup of corrupt
cities was eat ally
the result of a cheese
in the form of city
government but the
result of dynamic
leadership merging
at the proper time

-Learn the essential
elements of a use
study
-8e able to write in
exposition form is
clear sentences
110 able to draw con-
elusienefrom premises

-Appreciation of the
necessity for strong
leadership is times of
trouble
-Awareness of the fact
that form must match
the challenge of
lowermost

TIME
8

TIM .2$ TIME - .40 TINE .05 .70

TOTAL TlIft .40 TOTAL TIME 1.00 TOTAL TIME .60 _TOT,

.

AL
.

*TINE A it the total time for the topigtothich should be equal io TIME 8, the

total time sub-divided into three Tategories.

ALL TINE EXPRESSED IS the number of hours per week per school year.



V

TOPIC
ON

TOPIC,
ae
UNIT

TOPIC
OR
UNIT

asastutut SMUG

Pleasant Bills Olemeatary School

Ns, Alice Gam
teacher

fifth
grade

Social Studies

THR CONTEXT/COW= Of m CLASSROOM/U.S. HISTORY.

fifth grade social studies tamp class colentrates on the explorers of

our nation.. Ye touch upon the early explffers such as 4.0ama, CabrslOnd

Cohabits. We speed some time on Pizarro and Cortes and move rapidly to

the Weston haploters such ea linieltoone, Lewis and Clark, Bill Cody

and the California Sold Mush. Ve also study key legislation that led to.

Western exploration. and expansion suck as the Nemeitead Act and its

implicating for settling the Vaitid.States.

. CONCEPTS WILLS

-Understand the diffi-
culties and hardships
faced by the early
explorers .

-Understand the forces'
which led to
exploration arda
Oregon Torritetits

-Ste the encyclopedia
Wipeout information
Uses end-Interprets
Mae 1110.0114 to

classify motives of
Nesters explorers.

ginfutitig

-Antenna' of the TOTAL

extreme hardships faced TINE
by the explorers . :

4wareasssoof the
relationship between
economics and
exploration

TINE 1.00 240 .30

TIM

retinTrinnirelft
students de salt/floas relief lisps of the United A

States. Os these the, indicate major cities. We do not use **Mini 1.50

maps, bit do engage in the constrectioa of timelines shoneg historical

events of selected periods.

CONCEPTS.

Understand multiple
~sand their tater-
settees vie multiple

timelines.
-Obtain a "feel" for
the geographical
.features of the United
States

SKILLS ATTITUDES .

he able to locate .

information and locate

it on a timelia*
-Use contour maps
-Be able to mix salt
end.11our to construct
relief maps

-Awareness that

PoldIdal and MOM
are related
-Appreciation for the
hardships people suffer
is extreme climates or
roughs-unexplored
county

.44

Y U.S. CITY L112

1.00 .10

day unit on city life s concerned with the.types of city government. It-

includes the city commission form Of government and the city

plan of Dayton, Ohio. We also study the TVA project and the f

of the NAACP by William liens.

TINE

1.50

TINE
A
.so

CONCEPTS SHILLS ATTITUDES

-Uederstandial of the.
evolution of city'
government forms, from
the corrupt forms like
Tammany Nall to later
forms that developed
is Galveston like the

commission form

is able to draw charts
indicating the various
forms of city poem.
meet and the necessary
functions of government
4ecouat important
events in the TVA

evolution

-Respect for the type of TINE
process** which led to' B
reform of corrupt forms
of city government
Awareness of the role
of NAACP in upgrading
the improvement of life

TlB as TIME .30

TOTAL TINE 1.SS TOTAL TIME -340--

TIME .05 .50

*TINE A is the total time for the topic which should be equal to TIME S. the

total time sub-divided into three categories.

ALL TIME EXPRESSED IS the number of hours per week per school year.

U1/21i3
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-TOPIC
on

TOPIC
on

TOPIC
OR
UNIT

CUERICULIBI DAMN

eltasant 114 Ils Eleseatari Scheel

Are. Kathy McClean
teacher

fflth
grade

Socisl studies

THE CLIFIZATACONTENT ON TAB CLASSROON/U.S. HISTORY

Ny fifth grade social studies prelim begins with the early explorerse1
our nation. These include the Magness *Wirers and Coliebus. WO
study the conquest of Denise ied the !etas. Ve examine tee evolution of
religious freedom is the Mated Stateshy studying Lord Baltimore's
develepmeat of f sod the Act of Toleration of1649. WO also model
for wreck a Nock Nesse of hems of Virginia. We also set up a matt
on the mid Soothers natation and its mmememy.

TINE*
A
4

. =CUTS

-Be

1

SKILLS

4Inderstend the impac
on the Sew Nodded
the Puritan ilistatioa
of 1629-4
-Understood the trails
of loser Williams is
movie, to Rhoda Island'

able to write
stifles based ea the
explorations
ie able to use the
OSCOMISII resources to
do seed seat work

"Works with other
students in the Nouse
of Surgesi

ATTITUDES
4
*Develop respect for
the diversity of
oanpsssabn oAlife

'Avenues- of the need
for a propefferum for
dialogue to occur about.
sensitive issues

TOTAL
TIME

TINS 1.50 TINA 2.00 .50 4

seogriphy of the United States by working with four different
kinds of mops: relief, landfall), political, and historical. The students
work is committees and develop One of each lei a time period they select.

TINE .

A
.50

CONCEPTS 'SKILLS

-Vaderstend the use of
time belts

sues longitude and
latitude to locate .

cities seal places
Undeestand the Inter-
national Date Line

Use string to measure
distances, on the glebe
-Lae time estimates of
how lens it will Ulm
-to reach a place by
various methods

ATTITUDES

*Awareness of the need
for. international
agreement on dates and'
time .

-Awareness of'the need
for uniformly under- .

stood map symbols

TINE
B

TINE . .30 TINE .OS .S0

U.S. C TT III
sus y o city e involves as analysis of five great American cities:

New York, Chicago, Los Ansel's, Boston and New Orleans solo qualify of
life, schools, jobs, problems, newspapers, law enforcement and history.

TIME

A.50
Ii

CONCEPTS SKILLS ATTITUDES

-Due to the linkages
between cities by
modere-wmportation
and, problems arvery
similar despite
geographical distances
involved

-Ability to use a
variety of contemporary
periodical literature
and categorise in
report form as required

wareness thane:lam
problems in the cities
are indeed complex and
are not resolved by
dealing with possible
solutions is isolation
from each other

TINE .10 TIME .35 TINE .05

TOTAL TIME 1.80 TOTAL TIME 2.60 TOTAL TIME :BO
Immimmiml

TIME
B

.50

5.00
TOTAL

*TIME A is the total time for the topic which should be equal to TIME 8, the
total time sub-divided into three categories.

ALL TIME EXPRESSED IS the number of hours per week per school year.

V3/1/83
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TOPIC

UNIT

TOPIC
oa
WIT

TOPIC
oa

UNIT

a

CURRICULUN WP1110 Mr. Heart loran
teacher

'Pleasant Mills tlemeutary School
.,

Fifth
grade

10Cilli Stugiet

cowsnictsissto us cussEavu.s. ORM
Ity fifth grade class examines the Exploration of the United States from TIKE*

the perspective of the major wars of Europe and their Waft as Want° .

nation. We beets with the ter of League of-/ulphirg which wit King 3.60

William's War of 16119.4691, followed by Queen Anne's filar 1702-1713,

l7in4g

.4Ili76e3rg,

et'hM
Aarmfirogm

os
1R7e4v4ol17u4tSi,

n fero m
Fr e17nc73h

.47ad

l. adies Vat from

,

CONCEPTS ;NILES % ATTITUDES

'Students will under-
stand that the
'colonists 4re. but
pawns 0 pxypses..
chessboaODrd
"Early Amprican.leaders
.had war

sad bliss.
WI'

Students will be able
to graph the major
events. 4 each war
sealants will writ"
case studies of or
leaders on each side
of the wars
illtudeets will do a

family tree

'Averages* *f the fact TOTAL
that ovate is America TIME
'must be sees is the 8
contest of Lauer war
event.
Appreciatiebotween
land sad sea powers,
i.e., Brithis and
/taste .

PS 3.13 TIME 2.06 TIME .43 3.60

TINE

:LT: Li studied logy class as it'relites tothesajor features of A

the critical battlefields of the wars included is social studies. We 1.00

also de military maps showing the movement of troops.

CONCEPTS

eVedaysteade the
relationship ',Ott***
pooraphy and the
afforest types of
'battles and military

attatogy employed

TINE .30

SKILLS

able. t5 develop
troop sevements from
verbal descriptions of
the battles
Ltse *graphical -,

symbols appropriately
and, show proper

*Miseries

ATTITUDES

- Appreciation and TM
respect for the rigors 8
.of battle and their
importance is Americas
Nistoiy

TIME .60 TINE .10 1.00*

CONTEMPORARY 11.11.1ITY LIFE
This unit in my fifth grade class largely consists dielleving the

activities of Mortis Luther Slag is the development of nonsviolent

resistance is des! relation activities beginning is NeteomerkAlabage,
up to the tips of hie death.

'Or

TIME
A

CONCEPTS SKILLS MIMS
-Understanding between
violent and non-violent
means for problem
resolution
.Ua4erstasding of the
impact of the Civil
Rights Movement on
current life

TIME .10

TOTAL TINE .1.33

',Draw maps of Civil
Rights movement is the
'South, the "freedom
riders"
'Develop pipits of the
rate of desegregation
is parts of the
country

-Appreciation fos the TIME

impact on son-violent 8
mesas to achieve a set
of.desired *Ms
-Appreciation for the
courage of Martin L.
King

TIME .23 TIME .4i

TOTAL TIME 2.83 . TOTAL TIME .60

. 3

I

TOTAL

*TIME A is the total time for the topic which should be equal to TIME B, the

total time sub-divided into three categories.
ALL TIME EXPRESSED IS the number of hours per week'per school year.

U4/1/83
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TIC

WIT

TOPIC
OR
MIT

a

TOPIC
. on

UNIT

osucluso aims
Kassa Mills Slamiktary School.

Mr. Ted Wrieht
teacher

pith
trade

Social Studies

T) conspicana a nallASSROCII/U.S. RISTORT

V.S. Mastery in my clads consists of elector Naito* how the nationess
TINE*

loaded and colonised. Studeate arshied.to explain taloned and A

impact of the territorial growth of the United Stites Including the 2.00

as come to aderetand the realitiesed life is the ear colonies.

Louisiana Pottbase, Widen loichaa, Solos' Cession WW1'
Territories. They also study the esploratios routes of rly explorers

come MILLS MIMS

d

Student* will ender
*tad the economic base
-of. tobacco is the early

Inglish Celestes
40deretead the forces .

that led to territorial

expansion

*Se able to trace on a
map the notes *Iia*,
,de Sams, Nasellan, de
Seto, Cortes, Pions
and Cabot
Can trace one's roots
is chart form, "family.

tree"
ma develop charte

*Students cone to' TOTAL'

:crate the-hard TIME

of the plains II

at asestan and the
Pilings at Plphouth
Say
-Understaad.tte *act
of brinoiivglawee
to United

TIM '404 1.00. .30 I. a
TIM

Mote &jointed map of the various territories chains the A

exponsiou it thelkited States twee.1783 to the Mexican Cession of 1048. 1.00

and the OedsdeePorcheee of 1853. We also learn,leme-basic ladle=

teatotel Of the Vetted States. .

COPCIPTS

-Underdteedies e4 the

basic political
consolidation of the

United States tram
1783 to 1813
tnowledoet ajor
rivers, asuataiaa.

-plates of the United

States

.1111E. .48

MILLS ATTITUDES

ale able to locate-the
key political.boundaq
lines leading to
sweeten
Develop an historical
timeliee of multiple ,

events *bovine
territorial lagplaSice-

-Awareness that the : TINE

United States gm
increpentally and was
not "hatched" in .its
current political form
*Abareness'of the
relationship between
political and gala
la! features

.50 TIM .02 , 1.00

U.S. c;TT 1.1#CONTE
TIM

he st tha aceatdeaa of city soveramat la the period of the muckrakers, A

1890 to 1910, the rise of political Imbibes, and the crusade for 2.00

e nsicipal Moms. We de a case mullet* of Sees Tweed and Timmy Nall is

Sew Toth.

=OPTS NULLS ATTITUDES

-8, able to correctly
use such words as
"graft," "pstroasse,".
and "loyalty"
taple** the role of
a precinct -captain is

a political eighth*

TIM %DS

TOTAL TIM 1.43

-Set up a Comet
procedure to insure in
.eacogruptod election
process
Set up a "mock" recall
procedure for a set of

corrupt officialsI

-Appreciate the said fa TIM
reforms is city $0VOS1 X
seat revealed by the

makrabere
-Acquire negative
attitude* towards
"graft" and "patronage"

. TIM 1.65 TIM .10 2.00

TOTAL TIM 3.15 TOTAL TIM .42' AL

*TIME A is the total time for the topic which should be *gal to ME 8, the

total time sub-divided into three categories.

ALL liNt EXPRESSED IS the ember of hours per week per school year.

US/I/83
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S.

itanit'M (A LATERAL ANALYSIS OP 1* COSIICOLIN)
3

Pros the fifth grads social stadia curricalm, seps of Pleasant Sills Slenentary School, do an

isclusionisuclusion task aoslysir of the curriculum. Place ,it in the prepared matrix below.

*pathetical test data has'alresdy teen.estered iatothe @stria. If the teacher taught the topic or ,

arum anurtio tboOlask.. ,1f the. 41disoltaachtbo area pot a "0."

.

'TOPIC OR Mk

,-.

gaa

6

Wright TOTSL

DISTRICTTESTISO
_ .t . 0 .1..

MORAN

37
a ep es,

0
1. Portusuoso Explorers . .

.
,

_ 4 4

1 0.

2. Iambus
. ,. .. .

0 3. 0

3: Spanish Sailor:vs

..

0 . 2

Jamestoka Col*
.

.4.

. .

, . 0 . 2 1

. Plymbuth Say '. . . ' 0 1 . f

thestehosetteloy.

Celaay , .

.

. I . I . 0*

7'4- Coo:ttealstr:f 1110.1
Standish" .

.

,.--,

.

.

0
.

.

.

8. Recreate the first,

ItanksgivineSey
A --

,

. .
0 .

.

o

.

.0 ':.

9. *stars Szploren
i

. 1 ''0

10. Crlifernio0141 Rosh 4.
o 0

"*1111:2iLlitt::::).(Lord ..4.
.-

... ..
,,,

....
. . 4

12. Novo. of Sow* . . .

- 0 . 1- 0

134 Sentiment Plaatatios
. , . 0 1 ' .)

14. Puritan Migration

N

.
.

.

.

..
0 1 0

Williams .
,

.
i

.

.. .

0 . 1S.:Roger 1 0

16. Major European, end
AMItfitel Wan

1

r

. .

.

'

0 0 0

17. Fondly free.

.

-

_.

0 0 .

111. United States --:

loodforos

.
.

: .

,

0 1

.

0

.

11. To=e7rial. drank of
the United States

..
.

1 1 ; 1-

20. Slavery 0 1 0

TOTALS

. .
3 . ,19 4

PLEASE ANSWER TRESS tIOSS

II) Now sany of t epics fisted were taught by all five teachers?

.
(2) Which fifth grade teethes, taught the most if the.topics listed?

(3) Which fifth grade teacher taught the least amber of the topics?

(4) Which topics were taught be at least three of the five teachers?

(S) What part (percentage) of the fifth grade curriculum cdasists of singleton TA Notate of

its variance)?
(6) Which of the top cs are str St St t &CO SO ft at east t CU

of the five teachers! .
(percentage)

(7) Which of the topics are being taught by at least three of the fly* Iaasben that.are not. included

on the district test?

U6/1/03

resets

.

!
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TIME' OFF TASK MANUAL
1

4

The object of the Time Off Task observation instrument to record a sample of
all *students' attending behavior or non-productive use of tibe during a scheddled
reading or math period. The following behaviors are ConsidOred Off-Task and On- Task..

Off-Task Behaviors:

C = Chatting Low talking or whispering, passing. notes between students
which pulls them off -task

D.= Disruptive Bothering a number of students, ea.', loud talking, throwing
things, pushing or fighting

i
.

P = Petsonal Needs Sharpening pencils,. going to the toilet,, getting a drink,
getting papers or books '.

.

W =Waiting Waiting with hand up for teacher,
.

s attention, .waiting for
Materials to be passed . i

. *

On-Task Behaviors:

* Reading "sanctioned" material
* Playing academic games .7/

* Listening to directions
* Listening to.academ4.content*or interactions
* Watching demonstrations related to academic work.
* Writing related to academic work'
* Reporting, answering or reading aloud.
* Performing an academically-related tasko.e.g., an experiment or,prOject

Activities:. .

'

It is also of interest to know what was the expected activity when students were
off -task. Were they supposed to be doing teat work (silent reading or written. work);
listening to the teacher making assignments or organizing (getting papers and books out);
listening to the teacher's instructions or explanation; reading aloud; taking part in
a question/answer period (children writing,math problems on the board is included); or

waiting in liqe for the materials.

. S = Seatwork Student is working, at seat on silent reading or written
assignment

0 = Organizing Listening to the teacher make assignments or-organizing;
getting paper and books out

I = Instruction Listening to the teacher's explariation.Ofcontent or subject
matter

R = Reading Oral Student is reading aloud
Q - Question/Answer Teacher poses question to students; includes students

writing math problems on the board
W'"-- Waiting Waiting in line or for materials

a

Stallings Teaching and Learning Institute,
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O

Procedures (Code every five minutes)

fl

The boxes need to be lar e enough so that several entries can be made. In the
The observer will a seating Chart with all of the studen0e names'orrit.

lower grades where students move in and out of groups, it will be necessary-to

place Large name tags on the.children if you don't know the children. .04mes on'

two tag boarde with yarn'Iring over the shoulders.works wall.)

Enter the teacher na0e, date and time on the form. Immediately after the

period starts, make a s an or a visual sweep of theroom goingclockwise from. ir
the dportybu entered. Any student who is off task will be shown with one Othe

following symbols:

C- Chatting' V la Personal Needs W = Waiting

D m Diertiptive/ U Uninvolved
4

Now make a slash mark and under the slash mark show what the student was

supposed to be doing: seatwork, organizing, etc., as listed under activities.

Make the marks'Oall enough so that several entries can be made.

Watch the clock and' make visual sweeps of the classroom. every five minutes util

the period earls. Count the total number ofsweeps you made and enter that on the.

form. .

-

On Figure 1, we find that Jeff was uninvolved four out of ten Mims. This

,occurre4,duting instruction, seatwork and recitation period. What might be Jeff's II

prob/p4/ Sill:was uninvolved during instruction and seatwor)c. 'Ursula and Sharon ;.

were chatting during organization time and seatwork. In each case, the teacher

can make a' judgement about wharto do to help each child uses their time effectively.

A summary of the percent of students off-task can be found by using the

following formula:

thesum of the number of students off-task for-each observation

the number of students the number of sweeps.

For example:

In a classroom of 30 students, 10 observations were made. In the first observa-

tion, two students were observed to be off-task; in the second observation, four

students were off-task; third - three students; fourth five students; fifth three

students; sixth = one student; seventh two students; eight- four students; ninth es -

seven students; and the tenth time, six students were off - task.

I.

Doing these figures,we obtain the following equation:

2+ 4 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 6 37 12.3

30 x 10 300

0

Thus, we have found that 12.32 of the students were off -task,during this period.,

.133
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STUDENTS 01 F-TASK SEATING CHART

.Teacher Name: Jane Smith Time: 9:00

6

Date: 9/12/84 Number of Sweeps: 10

Mrs. Smith

Flora

Jeff

U/I /1)

'W um

Ursula

C/O 0
.. C/8

Sharon

c/o( W

(front of classroom)

Mark

Susan

Jack

c/s c/s

Students' Off-Task
Codes

C a Chatting
D = Disruptive
P=Femional Needs
U = Uninvolved
W = Waiting

Betty

Robert

Ellen

Le
ii/1 c/s (:)

c/s c/s

Time Sweep

0000
®
e Q to

Joe

un
m L')

,t,ti uli
u u/s

Mary

Activity Codes

I = Instruction
0 = Organizing
R = Oral ReadThg .

S = Seating
Q = Question/Answer
W = Waiting

Source: Stallings Teaching and Learning Institute

.2
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SUMAAkifiNG *OFF "TAR 3EATI1GCRAR I---

Who was off task the most?

.Where were they_sitting? .4

What was the most off task behavior?

Chatting

Disruptive

\\ Personal Needs

Uninvolved

Waiting

What might be the cause?

In what activity were itudents -most off task?,

Seatwork

Organizing

Instruction

Oral Reading

Question/Answer

Waiting

What might be the cause?

In what sweep were most off taskU

1 6.

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

What might be the cause?
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11'

1

4

Nb,

BEGINNING SPONGES (PRINARY):

Be ready to tell one playground rule....

Be. ready to tellIne the names of the children in our class Which begin

with or Mit etc. 1

Beteadyxto draw something that.is only drawn with` circles.

Be ready to tell a good health habit.....

Nave a cola:" word on the .boird.. Have children.draw something that color.

Flash fingerschildren tell how many king

'Say numbers, dayi of the week, months-, bildren. tell what comes

next. :-

U

"I went to the sporting goods store and I bought...." Tech child names

an item*.

Whit number cities between these two numbers: 31-33, 4347, etc.?

What number comes before/after 46, 5413, etc.?

Have a word written on-the board.
rhyme.

Have a word written on the board*
or short vowel sound.

Children make a list. of words that'

'01: .

Childreiry.st words with the sale long

Put spelling words inalphabetical order.

Count"to.100 by 2'S, 3'0, 10's, etc., either oral or:written.

Use T s9uares to drill math fundamentals.

Think of animals that live on a farm, 1n the jungle, in waters, etc.

Give names of fruits, vegetables, meats, etc.

Hangman-usiqg the names of the children in the class, or colors, or

numbers.
*

Simon says....

List things you can touch, things you can smell, big things,-small

things, etc.

List the colors you are Wearing.

t 4

Developed by Rose Kauffman and Pat Wolfe
NAPA County School district, California
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I

DISMISSAL SPONGES

Clapping games.

Finger plays.

"I Spy"--Who can find something in the room that itarts with NI, P, etc.?

Who can find something in the *room that has the sound of'short a, long a,

etc.?

Nember.rois or tables. Teacher signals # of table with fingers, children

leave accordingly. .

Those children who have all crayons put away may leave nows.etc..

Those with freckles may leave, buckled shoes, new front teeth, etc.

Count in order or by 2'8, 5's, etc.

Say the days of the week, the months of the year.

What day is.it, what month is it, whit is the date, what is the year, how

many months in a year, bowman), days in a week, etc.?

Reward activity: "We have had a good days Who helped it be a good day

for all of us? Betty, you brought flowers to brighten our room. You may

leave. John, you.remembered to rinse your hands good for you. YOu may

leave.' Eller shavedus that she could be quiet coming into the roam

today. You may leave, Ellen. Bob remembered his library book all by

himself. Dawn walked all the way to the playground --she' re red our

safety rules. Lori brought things to share with us. Tom surprised us

with a perfect Spelling paper --he must have practiced, etc., etc." Some

students can be grouped together for good deeds to speed things up.

Teacher can finish, "You're all learning to be very thoughtful. I'm very

proud you and you should .be_very-proud of yourselves."

Use flashcrai.---iiirst correct answer earns dismissal.

To review the four basic shapes, each child names an object in the room

either in the shape of a triangle,_ circle, square, etc. ,

Say a. word that begins or ends with certain consonants, blends, etc.

Dismiss by color of eyes, color of clothing, type or color of shoes,

month of birthday, season of birthday, beginning letter of first nams,

beginning letter of last name.

Name an object that begins with B, C, etc. Pretend you are this object

as you leave.

What will we remember for tomorrow?



UPPER GRADE SPONGES

1. List the continents of the world."

2. Make upthree names for*rocit groups.

3. -Tame as many.kindp of windstorm* as you can.

4. Take a number. Write it. Now makes face out of it.

5. Mime as many gems or precious stones as you can.

6. Write the names of all the girls in the class._

7. Mame as many teachers at this school as you can.

8. Litt as many. states as you can.

IRO

9. Write: (a) an abbreviation, (b) a Roman numeral, (c) a trademark,

(d) a proper name (biographical), -and (e) a proper gam (geograph-

icall.

10. Nov many. countries and their capitals can you name?

11. How many hasebaill teeds.can you name?

12. Write down as many cartoon characters as you .can:

.13. List as many kinds of flowers as you can.

14. Turn to your neighbor. One of you tell the other about an interest-

ing experience you have had. The listener must be prepared to

retell the story to the class.

15. List all the things in your living room.

16. Write what you would do if you saw an elephant in your backyard.

17. Name as many kinds of ice cream as you can.

18. List five parts of the body above the neck that have three letters.

19. List one manufactured item fyr each letter of the alphabet.

20. List as many nouns in the room as you can.

.3 21. List the mountain ranges of the U. S.

22. Write the 12 months of the year correctly. Stand up as soon as you

are finished.

23. Make a list of five things you do after school.

a

3

Developed by Rose Kauffman and Pat Wolfe
ti
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14. j.ist one proper noun for each litter of the alphabet.

25. Write one kind of food beginning with each letter of the. alphabet.

26.. Name as. many holidays as you can.

27. Now far can you count and Write, down by 6's?

28. Name as many balls as you can that areused.in sports games.

29. List as manyU..8. presidents as_you can.

.30. List all the work tools you can think of.

31. List as many models of cars as you can...

32. Name all the colorsyou know.

33. Now many parts of an auto can-you list?

34. ..How many animals can you list that begin with vowels?

IL List aimanykind of.trees as you can.

36. Name as man* countries of.the world as you cane

37. List as may personal pronouns as you can.

38. List as many kinds of 'transportation as you can.

39. Now many ;:different kinds of languages can you name?

40. Write as many homonyms as you can. Example: past passed.

41. You have five children. Make up their .five names.

42. Name as many things as you can that amade of cloth.

43. Name as many things as you can that you can wear on your head.

44. Name as many movie stars as you can (not TV).

43. List all the musical instruments that begin with ut."

46. Name as many TV game shows as you can.

47. Aisme as many politicians as you can..

48. Name as many breeds of dogs as you can.

49. Write the days of the week correctly in order. Stand up when

finished.

50. List all the kinds of sandwiches that you can.

139
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51. Scramble five spelling wo ds, trade with someone, and ucramble
them.

6

52. List as many thitge as yo can that make people the same:

53.. List as many kinds of sou as you 'can.

54. List all the placeslyou.f nd-sand.

55. List as.many breakfait ce eals as you can./

e



6

SECONDARY SPONGES

1 List as many statei.as.you can.,

Writes la) an abbreviation, (b) a Roman numeral, (c) a trademark,

(d) a proper, noun (biographical), and (0) 41 proper name (geograph-

ical.

3. Sow many miuntries and their capitals can you name?

.1

4. -lbw many,basebe'l teams can you oafs?

5. Turn to your neighbor. One of you tell the other about an interest -

ing. experience you have had. The listener must be prepared to'retill

the story to the class..

6. List all the things: in your living room.

7. Name as manrkinds of ice cream.as-you can.. .

S. List fie parts of the body. above the neck that have three letters.

9. List One manufactured itemofor each letter of'thialphabet.

IO. List gropes noun 'for each letter of the alphabet.

11. Write one kind of food beginning with each letter of the alphabet..

12. Name as many holidays as you can.
-.-

13. List as many U. S. presidents as you can.

14. List as many models of cars as you can.

15. ROw many parts of an auto can you list?

16. Name as many countries of the world as.you tan.

17. List as many personal pronouns as you can.

'18. List as. many kinds of transportation as you can.

19. Write as many homonyms as you can. Example; past- passed.

20. Name ai many movie stars as you can (not TV).

21. Name as many politicians as you can.

22. last all the places you find sand.

25. List as many breakfait cereals as you can.

Developed by Rose Kauffman and Pat Wolfe
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OD*

24. Nike a list of the 10 largest things you know.

25. Name as many planets as you can.

26. .List all the sports you can tkink.,of.

27.* List 811 the foods you can that have sugar id them.

28. List all the-foods you can that have milk.in them.

/.

%Mt

29. lame asmany.rosk.groups as you can that begin with the letters A -F.

30. Name as many teachers at this school as you can.

31. Name all the models of Datsun cars you can think of.

32. IWme all the parts of speech and ,give an example of each..

33; Why !era these dates important: 1492, 1606, 1776, 1812?

34. Find. these rovers on the map: Hissiasippe, Rio Crap& Colorado,

Hudson.

35. Ahich TV series can you name that have high school-aged characters

ai regulars?

36. Name aasuusrairlines as you can.
.

37. Name the different sections of the newspaper.

38. Name as many islands as you can.

39. Name all the types of musical instruments you can think of.

40. Name all the foods you can think of .that contain protein.

41. Name as many kinds of fish as you can.

42. Nams'all the words you. can that begin with the prefix "in."

43. Name as many as you can of the album titles of records by: Linda

Ronstadt, The Eagles.

44. Name all the countries that have the letter "II" in them.

45. Name as many animals as you can which cause harm to man, either

directly .or indirectly.

.1

46. Name fiire books you've road recently that you really-enjoyed.

47. Name a movie you saw recently that you did not enjoy and tell why.

48. Name as many places as you can remember where yet: and your family

have spent vacations.

49. List things you would buy if someone gave you a $100.00 gift certifi-

. ate from Broadway.

,



TEACHER'S INTERACTIONS WITH STUDENTS
SEATING CHART

This data is to be collected throughout the selected class period.

A. simple way to collect information.cin the teacher's interaction-patterns is
to-record on .a seating chart each time the teacher speaks to an individual.
student. The.codingcan be as -follows:

4

1.= Teacher asks a student a direct question; "Johnny, what is the .

. spelling. of .the word 'voyage'?"

qui, Teacher asks student an open - ended, thought - provoking question
"Ursula, what do you think will happen next in thilstory?"

/ alTeacher checks for understanding: "Tell us in your words,. Maria,.
what photo-synthesis means."'

.

w Teachbr makes a comment orresponse: ."Flora, you hair looks nice
today." .

4- w Teacher praises or supports a. response: "Very good, Jose., 'fotty-
, two' is the correct .answer." .

C w Teacher corrects a student's response: ."No Barbara, that is wrong ;"

or "The correct'answer shoUld have been 'Mark Twain'."

G a Teachercorrects and. guides a response: "Janice, try spelling the .

word one Setter at a time, according to how it sounds, and see if you
can figure ,it Out."

- w Teacher reprimands behavior: "Martin, be quiet."

* 1.1 Student initiated remarks or questions (NOT in response to

questions)

On the next page, we see an example where the teacher has asked Sue
queitiOn and has given Bill a reprimand.

These data can help'teachers see to whom they are speaking and the.nature of the
interactiop. It will also provide a frequency count of the questions asked,
praise given, reprimands, and so forth.

teacher's

a direct

NOTE: If the classroom seating takes a different form than the seating diart,
far example, tables are arranged in a horseshoe formation instead of rows 4alf
desks, then the seating chartshould be redrawn to conform to the actual. classroom

arrangement. Theimpoirtant thing is to get each student's name in the right place
on the seating chart.

Stallings Teaching and Learning_Instit
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Betty.
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TEACIIERS INTERACTIONS WITH STUDENTS
SEATING CHART

DATE: 41-.... /
Mrs. Smith

Flora
?G+ .

Jose

Ursula

SC1100i.:

(front or classroom)

Mark

Susan
?G+

Daniel

Jack

Robert

Lee

aN1=1110

A

....r....4.110

Joe
+

DOna

Bill

INSTRUCTIONS:
I. FM in student's names in appropriate seats. Fill in the dates.
2. Each time the teacher speaks to an individual student, record the

appropriate code in the student's box.

CODES:
? = Askia direct qiiestion +

= Asks an open-ended ques-
tion C

= Checks for understanding G
Jo' = Makes a comment or re- ,

sponse

Source Stallings Teachin

WWI

ma. Student initiated
Igt Praises or supports a te

spontie
= Corrects a response
= Corrects and guides a re-

sponse
= Reprimands behavior

and Learning Institute



'OPERATIONAL. DEFINITIONS -

TEACHER'S INTERACTIONS WITH STUDENTS .

SEATING CHARTOBSERVATION
.

. .

Direct Question.

Calls for single
right answer, simple
recall of fact;
includes review'

questions

IP

. .

Cede ? isrecorded for a request for permission,

information. or direct recall of previously learned

material. A yes/no snstiar os 110118 other tips of

specific rei*ese (such as a statement of facts,

.

itemisation.- Classification,. or a definition) or

an action is anticipated.

ANNEk.
"What is the capitol of Tennessee?"

"Eor.asey degrees are in. a .right triangle?"

"What is the appetite of black?"

Evaluative Questions/
Checks for Under-
standing

Calls for Thinking;
\Susomagaing;

Explaining;
Analysing; Compare

840 Coatrase* -

Requires higher-order '

immkingo.beyond simple
recall of facts

Code 4'is used for teacher questions that ask if the

students understand the content or procedures of the

lesson. The teacher must pause and aillom time for

students to respond. Very brief questions that do no

allow enough tine for students to respond or ask

questions are not coded 41

.

"Explain in your own words what 'ratio' means."

"Summarise today's_ discussion on Civil Rights:"

"What is wrong with problem .3?"

Open-Ended Questions

Conjecture;
Peeling;

Open to Speculation

S. CD Brainstorming

our MAIM

;

!"What is another may the story could end?"

"What might have happened If Lincoln had not been

Shot?"
I"Who is your favorite character in the story? WRY?"

Code CO is recorded for a question obieb

allows the respondent a free =premien of

ideas, feelings, end opinions. .16 embus
i

'light or vrong answer is apparent.

145
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DEST MMILME

USAGE

for teacher's greetings, personal
remarks that,sre Octal ot not 1.4

talk. s.

Social Remarks

- .

Code Nf 4
easplimen
related to

1.461411061111114611400P

All social
a; initiated

s; **this questions, responses,
s taunts, are sadedV.

owoosio. aaa a owe aaaaa eras.

les

Tesiber says to stud t "You got your hair
cut --- / hardly ism you."

Student say* to teacher, "I's getting a 1114W

stereo tot My birthday."

reading class .teacher says to vitudent,
n saw you playing football testerdar.".

1

I

'v.

Code + is used for statemints that era
supportive or show recognition; for example,
an Saltation that 'a response, 'product,
behavior is recognised or woad with. Cods
.4. is. also used for reputing another indi-
.vidualls statement iniedistely, as a form of
acknowledgement. It also includes praise.
Cods + "also indicates non-verbal acknowledgement
or praise. The code say be used for academic
or behavior praise /acknowledgement.

1.7

aaaaa emeamoemawOodmeampaalmOommea

pcamsles

Teacher repeats a student's answer as an
acknowledgment.

Teacher writes. student's answer on board.

After class settles down as result of
teacher's request, be or she says, "That's
better. Thank you."

Teacher says to class, The reiults of your spe
tests are superb. very pleased!"

2
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(en

CODE ITD1

correction

.m....0110410811

Guide

V

Code C is recorded for attempts by the

teacher to infbra.student(s)
that a ressonte-

jp not correct or 01106W/tier is4saaccestaSle.-

1194191112410194949

'Inamples

Teacher tells Student to stop combing her hair.

Student his responded
incorrectly to the teacher's ---

request to spell a word. Teacher says, "No, that's --

mae.right", "It is.R-641dai-T", or calls on another

student..

Teacher says, "No, the answer is S2."

The 6 code is' used anytime teacher is attempting

to modify students' academic responses by guiding

them to another solution, or by adding a little more

information, or by asking a probing question. Any

attempt to help the students get Ns correct answer

other than telling them.

Examples,

"Your answer is partially right. What else defines

a. Shakespearean tragedy?"

4940011MMftaliftMMOOGOMMIMMUMWM:,:

"One tragedy has two young people who are in love but

their families are enemies. What happens 'to them?"-

"Don't give up. What is your hunch?"

or "Make your best guess."

Student Initiated
Remarks or Questions

Code when 'the student has initiated a remark or

question that is not in response to the teacher's

questions. (Unless a social remark, coded V.)

944,4449matuftemmommommm4941.4.94.19494941.4.4991,9649met.m4.9449449444.4949,9~0.4.99494904moommtmlm_

Examples,

"Mt. Slack, who is responsible for regulating

pesticide usage on farm crops?"

147
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Negative The Cede is used' for any sarcastic or demeaning

statements, overt displays of anger, or threats 11

made by teacher or students.

ikagat.

Student has 'severed incirrecrtly, sad

teacher says, "What a stupid answer."

owls also used vivo a teacher gangs a student

from the room for disciplinary reasons. Code

...throughout the entire isteracion.
*OOOOO 00004000111111111111410 ODOM 00001111

Mat
Teacher says, "I vill mob .argue as longer

go to the nice-principal/s vinee."

1

?heel, code is used wheat asjUnishment, the

teacher withdraws privileges or **Ages extra

work, ame when the ltudent(s) rerpmmlUtbese
punitive actions. .Code throughout the entire.

interaction.
OOOOOOO 00000.40000w0040000000001000OOOOOOOOOO 00110040.1a

Example

Teacher tells student he say not participate in III

a group game because of a misbehavior in class.

1.

1
is coded when a student obviously displays feel-.

lags of hurt or humiliation. There expressions it

may be Obvious and accompanied by at least one

of the actions listed below,

Pumas

In response to a tinker reprimand:
--11-

Student covers 14140 with an object

or hands.

*Student puts hied dOWD OD desk.
I

*student says that he or abe feels hurt

or humiliated.

*Student less room angrilt.

148
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1

Name

<1?

SUMMARY OF INTERACTION SEATINO:CHART

low many students were in the class?

Now many students were spoken *to?

Date

*at

Q

Where'was the student most spoken to sitting?

Where were the students not spoken to sitting?

k

Was thereartypattern.
NumbAt of _Direct Questions asked?

Number of Checks.for Understanding asked?

Number of Open Enied Questions asked?

4

Number of Guides?

a

Number bf Correct4ons?

Number of Praises?

Number of Reprimands?

t

1

1

1

149
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SIXTYtFOUR WAYS TO SAYi- "GOOD FOR YOU"

Everyone knows that a little praise goes a long way'in any classroom.
But a "Little prase" really needs tobe something more than the same few
phrases'repeated over and over ad museum. Your students need more than
the traditional."Good," "Very-Good," and "Fine" if encouragement is in
the cards. Nere'are some additional possibilities.

That's really nice.
Wow!
I like the way you're working.
Everyone's working so hard.
Much better.
It's a pleasure to teach wLen you
work like this.

What neat work:
This kind of work pleases me
very much.

That's right: Good for you.
I bet your Mom and Dad would be

proud to see the job you did
on this.

Thank you for (sitting down,
being quiet, getting right
to work,.etc.).

Right on.
Sharp! `

I like the way Tom is working.
My goodness, how impressive:
That's "A" work.
Mary'is waiting quietly.
Ann is paying attention.
That's clever.
Very interesting.
That's an interesting way of

looking at, it.

That's the right answer.
Exactly right.
Superior work.
That's a very good observation.
That's an interesting point
of view.

Nice going.
You make it look easy.
I like the way Bill (the class)
has settled'down.

Sheri is really going to town.
That's coming along nicely.

Thank .you very much.
That's great.
Beep up the good work. .

That's quite an improvement.
Beep it up.
Good job.
Excellent work.
You really outdid yourself today.
Congratulations. You bad
Beautiful.
Terrific.
I'm very proud of"the way
you worked today.

I appreciate your help.
Very good. Why don't you
show the class?

Marvelous.
Groovy.
For sure. '

That looks.like it's going
to be a great report.

You're on the right track now.
John is in line.
Dickie got right down to work.
It looks like you put a lot
of work into this.

Very creative.
Now you've figured it out.
Clifford has it.
Now you've got .the_ hang of it.
Super.
That's a good point.
You've got it now.
That certainly is one way

of looking at it.
Thank you for raising your
hand, Charles. What is it?

Out of sight.
tar out.
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